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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL
33041 inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019

Click Here for the PDF of Gregs BDay 72 Invention Tips at Starbucks
BDay Party Many MD Wife's 

10-17-2019 Olivia Newton John 40,000 stand up pictures of her will
surround the White House and all have a Pink Paint Brush in hand. 

10-17-2019 Free choice of a legal polygamous Marriage in the USA like
Qatar. Wedding gifts to the American bride would be $777 Trillion in

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/9-28-2019%20Tourists%20wanted%20by%20Prince%20Salman%20and%20Trump%20for%20600%20Beheading%20in%20Mecca.pdf
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confiscated Oil Revenues from $4 Gas on the 4th of July. $$$ 

Amazon 1 Click NASA space suits free shipping and Hospital Suits at
Yale Key West Medical School; NASA’s New Spacesuits Unveiled... 
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Amazon 1 Click NASA space suits free shipping - Hospital Suits at Yale
Key West Medical School; NASA’s New Spacesuits Unveiled... 

10-17-2019 "At 7, I learned I had uveitis, an inflammatory disease of
the eye. At 47 or 57 I learned I had breast or ovarian cancer" 

10-17-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR with a with a formula for
temporary workers to become full-time employees 

10-17-2019 "At 7, I learned I had a MD mom would get me into the
Yale Key West Medical School... 
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10-17-2019 USA Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR with a formula
for temporary workers to become full-time employees 

10-17-2019 How Amazon Has Transformed the Hasidic Economy, how
Amazon will Transform 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects with
specs AI and genius Einstein Tutors! 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year is
not a Utopia Novel written at the Hemingway House Writing Class but
as Kerry would say its out in the real world which is not the New
Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and Aliens at Sirius. Hasidic Economy.
Amazon has become a lucrative place to do business for many Hasidic
Jews, offering anonymity to a largely insular community and allowing
women to work from home. Wait until the Jewish Women work on an
iMac at $18,384 or a Mac Book Pro at $8,480 these are not your Win
10 at $220 or ChromeBook at $179. 18 Core Intel CPU's with 18 Core
App. Many Apps written by Hasidic Jews. Jewish women on this Amazon
sell sells iron-on and stick-on labels to identify the clothes of children
at summer camp and more recently branched out to clothing labels for
nursing home patients and children at day care centers. Jewish women
with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with Specs AI
and Einstein tutors will win a Nobel. Amazon brags like Warriors in
Afghastan without Mecca's $777 Trillion in Cash... ha. She knows
customers looking for labels will find her niche business, Starlight
Labels, among the many other label sellers on Amazon. Jewish women
invention sellers on Amazon in business with Einstein's Universe. Exodus
Labels designed by these Hasidic Jews. $777 Trillion labels everyone
knows are directed at Mecca's wealth beyond belief. Many of her
products earn four or five stars on Amazon’s five-star rating system.
Hasidic Jews Exodus will visit 4 or 5 Nearest Stars in our life time. 
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New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click
Here for Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on
Cover this link takes you to so you can zoom in and read the Secret
File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on
the 2019 Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-
1793855374 Product Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and
Gravity Engines in 2018 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
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Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click
Here for Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on
Cover this link takes you to so you can zoom in and read the Secret
File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! Book is 474 Pages 

 

https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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1,800 Page Web 3 megs Ran Out of Memory on my PC Click Here its
HTML as I don't have enough memory to make it a PDF, Thanks Greg 

10-17-2019 Criminals made most of the USA Temporary workers only
because of $4 Gas on the 4th of July Culture and Pentagons MIT War
Toy Times with Trillions to wasted on War Toys. 

10-17-2019 Olivia Newton John 40,000 dead a year is related to the
Criminals who Masterminded the Temporary Workers who also died at
the rate of 40,000 a year tortured as Temp Slaves not allowed to use
the front door of the NY Times, they had to use the garage entrance
to the NY Times. A War Crime. 

10-17-2019 Prince Harry's Wounded Warriors from Iraqi, Afghan,
brag about his military service, outflank Windmill CAR rivals... killing

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/New952019Web1800pages.html
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cops same as Vietnam tossing a grenade into the officers tent via fiery
wrecks. 

10-17-2019 Troops in Afghanistan or FBI at Home Brag about their
military Service would be outflanked by WindmillCAR's and fiery cop
cars rear ended writing a ticket this is the war in the USA with $4 Gas
on the 4th of July. Rikers Would Close in Historic Plan to Remake N.Y.
Jail System - Historic writing a ticket on the side of the road, 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's and iPhone iDash cam iCop in your car iTickets
would close this System. We have observed hundreds of cops on the
side of the road writing a ticket. Many since Jimmy Carters 1980
Model of the WindmillCAR were rear ended and burned to death or lived
for 7 years with burns then died. Jimmy Carter knows this and will not
confess to the crime. God has a Rikers Hell for Jimmy Carter who has
seen more fiery wrecks on the side of the road than most of us.
"officers were members of an anti-crime unit, an elite, aggressive team
whose main mission is taking guns out of criminals’ hands." Elite Unit
that takes gas stations off the Market. So elite we get gravity engine
cars out of the deal. 

10-17-2019 ...objected to their portrayal in the film as “ruthless,
uncaring and unethical lawyers” 
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10-17-2019 ...Cop Cars rear ended and Cop burned to death or lived
for 7 years with burns then died. 

10-17-2019 ...objected to their portrayal in the film as “ruthless,
uncaring and unethical lawyers” 

10-17-2019 ... fiery wrecks; viewers associate it with very serious
criminal and unethical behavior.” 

10-17-2019 ...The documents named King Salman of Saudi Arabia, and
Putin, Bush in Texas Oil and Palin in Alaska" 
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10-17-2019 In court papers, the firm argues that wide release of
“The Laundromat” could result in additional investigations in Panama,
where Mr. Mossack and Mr. Fonseca had been jailed for several months
and are now out on bail. 

10-17-2019 "Firm at Center of Panama Papers Sues Netflix Over ‘The
Laundromat’ The law firm, Mossack Fonseca, objects to the way the
film portrays them as villains at the center of a web of illegal offshore
activities." By JULIA JACOBS 

10-17-2019 G.M. and U.A.W. Reach Deal That Could End Strike. The
accord reportedly includes wage increases and lump-sum payments, along
with a formula for temporary workers to become full-time employees. 
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10-17-2019 War Warriors Brag about Afghastan when 19K women are
at war in the USA in 2019. Valerie Lundeen Ely, 62, was found dead
with multiple stab wounds inside the home in Hope Ranch, a suburb of
Santa Barbara, that she had shared with her husband, Mr. Ely, 81.
Son of the actor Ron Ely, who starred in the 1960s television series
“Tarzan,” killed his mother on Tuesday in Santa Barbara, Calif., before
being fatally shot by sheriff’s deputies. Pentagon Generals drive by
fiery wrecks and 19K Murdered women without stopping on their way to
Afghastan. 

10-17-2019 Inventors Brag I Capturing the true scale of the Universe,
12 Trillion Galaxies! 

10-17-2019 I still couldn't see where in the Universe I was... 
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10-17-2019 "In the Land of Voiceless Women" By Asli Perker Earth;
Voiceless Women are at Sirius, they are Jewish and Today Einstein can
hear the inventions needed to stream them live to YouTube for Turkey
dinner as the Jews eat meat. 

10-17-2019 "At 7, I learned I had uveitis, an inflammatory disease of
the eye. What began as a painful sensitivity to light and floaters in my
vision quickly progressed to blindness. Mercifully, throughout my
childhood, I’d lose vision in only one eye at a time." Elizabeth Savage in
her apartment on Central Park West. It has an excellent view... opened
to 12 Trillion Galaxies in our New Universe in NYC. NY Times front
page pictures and live streaming YouTube video of Aliens at so many
nearby Stars. I can see again! 

10-17-2019 "No amount of quick thinking could reverse the truth. My
good eye had gone bad. I had one last hope that I dreaded: another
cataract surgery." 
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10-17-2019 Quick thinking by the Editors of the NY Times to save the
vision of 5 billion people on Earth. Vision to see the Gravity Engine Ford
in NYC. I tried the flow-of-traffic trick, but I’d gotten turned around.
Was I on Fifth, which goes down, or Sixth Avenue, which goes up?
Everything around me was an increasingly panicked blur. The morning
rush of Midtown swirled around me as I tried to get my bearings. In
that moment of disorientation and anxiety, power-walking New Yorkers
bumping into me from what felt like all sides, I took a picture of the
street sign with my phone and blew it up. I still couldn’t tell where I
was" 

10-17-2019 I still couldn't see where in the Universe I was... 

10-17-2019 "I read street signs with wild abandon. Amsterdam Avenue!
East 57th Street! Central Park West! You know — things seeing people
do. Life is so easy with vision, I thought. I can do anything. I realized
what I’d been given back, even beyond my literal vision: a radical
amazement of simple things. Overwhelming gratitude for a thing so
easily taken for granted." 
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10-17-2019 I could see where in the Universe I was... 

10-17-2019 "Central Park was no longer a flat green, it was a
multitude of textured greens. The cherry blossoms on Riverside Drive
were no longer a pink blur, but a delicate, speckled grouping of
blossoms. What a gift I was given, to see this great city again, anew
and fresh. I have one good eye, and that’s more than enough." 

10-17-2019 I could see where in the Universe I was... 

10-17-2019 
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10-17-2019 

10-16-2019 If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube, Does It Prove
Something? If it paints the White House Pink it does... 

10-16-2019 If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube, Does It Prove
Something? If it paints the White House Pink it does... 

10-16-2019 OpenAI, and they had spent several months training their
robotic hand for this task, to open a Rubik’s Cube the Pink squares were
taken out and given to Olivia Newton John. Pentagon in secret has spent
more on robotic hands than Olivia Newton John. “Solving a Rubik’s Cube
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is not very useful, but it shows how far we can push these techniques,”
said Peter Welinder. $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues and AI Generals,
Popes, 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Universe of nearest Stars, Sirius
Cube is much more useful but to Warriors who spend most of their
money on MIT AI War Toys. $$$ Understanding the limitations of
Nuclear War technology. Exaggerate it, is 100 USS Jimmy Carter Nuke
Subs built in 2019 all with 40 Nukes. $$$ Not very useful, like giving
the Nobel Peace Prize to a Navy Commander. 

10-16-2019 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with
specs and genius tutors; "OpenAI, led by the Silicon Valley start-up
guru Sam Altman, recently signed a billion-dollar deal with Microsoft.
And it’s why the lab wanted the world to see a demo of its robotic hand
solving a Rubik’s Cube. On Tuesday, the lab released a 50-page
research paper describing the science of the project." 

10-16-2019 $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues, $4 Gas on the 4th of July;
But that is not something that will change anytime soon. 

10-16-2019 $$$ If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube $$$ At the
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moment, research into Toxocara among Americans is so lacking that the
National Institutes of Health funding website lists no grants to study
it. Even many of the most basic questions are unanswered, including how
often ingested eggs progress to full-blown infection. 

10-16-2019 If a Robotic Eye Test at JFK, scan your ID and Eye, AI
test results in a second or less Diagnosis at its fastest. Cubic. 

New York City playgrounds, presented at a medical conference last
year, sampled 21 parks across the city. Toxocara eggs were found in
nine parks. Three quarters of samples taken in the Bronx contained
eggs in the larval stage, which are more infectious. No parks in
Manhattan had eggs with larvae. 

Diagnosis this in your kids eye... you will have to be Dr. Einstein MD!!
By Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in her next Art of the Diagnosis Article in the
NY Times. 1 Click Amazon link to cure this blindness will be up and
running when the NY Times writes up 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specks and genius Einstein Tutors, this is were
Amazon will hire its tutors... grin! 
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10-16-2019 “But it is difficult for the public to understand what is
happening and what they should be concerned about and what will
actually affect them.” 

10-16-2019 Zachary Lipton, a professor in the machine learning group
at Carnegie Mellon bought a solid Gold Rubik's Cube with his blood
money from $4 Gas on the 4th of July. Car-negie Mellon got billions of
dollars more. 

10-15-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" Wife's with breast cancer feel
betrayed by POW/MIA War Memorials in Key West! Rx Pink Recipe is
the Get Real POW/MIA at the Key West Navy Base. Pentagon won the
Nobel in Medicine! 

10-16-2019 Justice Department on Tuesday sharply escalated economic
pressure on Turkey by filing fraud and money-laundering charges against
the country’s second-largest state-owned bank, accusing it of helping
Iran sell oil. Yes the Orwellian NY Times got a kickback $$$ to write
and publish his article, grin. George Orwell down and out in Paris and
London selling Oil in Times of 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Representatives
for the bank said that they feared the charges alone might lead other
global banks to limit doing business with Halkbank, and if a multibillion-
dollar penalty results, it could threaten the overall viability of the
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institution. Overall viability of confiscating $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues!! All illegal. $$$ 

10-16-2019 Viability of Total the French Oil Company in Africa, war
crimes. "We Looked to Escape Death’: Violence Uproots Nearly 500,000
in Burkina Faso" By SIMON MARKS Page A4 Page A5 in the Orwell
edition of the Times goes into war crimes and oil drilling in Africa. 

10-16-2019 Pence and Pompeo to Push Erdogan for Pullback From
Syria; Wife's of Pence and Pompeo to push painting the White House
Pink!! 

10-16-2019 Olivia Newton John 40,000 stand up pictures of her will
surround the White House and all have a Pink Paint Brush in hand. 
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10-16-2019 Jimmy Carter with a bloody eye; Turned Syria’s North and
USA Wood Habitat for Humanity Homes Into a Tinderbox. Then Trump
Lit a Match... How stupid can the government men be building wood
habitat for Humanity Homes in 2019. 

10-16-2019 Jimmy Carter has $700 Million in his Carter Center Fund
mostly from Oil Bribes and Kickbacks, blood money, He could buy
100,000 2019 Ford WindmillRV-Homes. But that is not something that
will change anytime soon. His grand kids will have the $700 million in a
Georgia Bank and their kids will have the $700 million in a Georgia Bank
and of course they will build 100 wood Habitat for Humanity homes. But
that is not something that will change anytime soon. $700 million. 

10-16-2019 But that is not something that will change anytime soon.
"As Hindu Militants Kill in Kashmir, People Are Afraid to Go to Work at
the gas stations" By SAMEER YASIR and JEFFREY GETTLEMAN Page
A12 Page A13 Tells us whey the ruling Caste killed the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR for Kashmir. In September, militants attacked the family
of a prominent apple trader in another area, and deliberately shot a 5-
year-old girl in the leg, sending a chilling message. Message is the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR shot up by Pope's, Generals, Admirals and of course
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the Ruling Class and Caste in India. They are the one's who really shot
a 5 year old girl in the leg. 

10-16-2019 Narendra Modi would shoot a 5 year old girl in the leg in
public, on Orwellian TV before he would give a 5 year old girl a ride in
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. Art of the Diagnosis on Modi is simple... 

10-16-2019 Doctors have said that as a result of the weeks long
communication blackout, at least a dozen people died needlessly as no
911 calls to a ambulance connected. This is a war crime the UN will not
write about until the UN employees drive a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. But
that is not something that will change anytime soon. There was a
traffic jam in downtown Srinagar, the valley’s biggest city, on Tuesday
morning. Gas Station owners needed the money as no one was driving
for a month. No the Times didn't report how much gas station revenue
was the last few months in Kashmir. $$$ 

10-16-2019 No one was out buying gasoline; In August, militants
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fatally shot a shopkeeper in Srinagar who had opened his shop for a
few hours. Other shopkeepers shut their gates after that. The gas
station was open or closed the NY Times didn't report this. By Sameer
Yasir reported from Srinagar, and Jeffrey Gettleman from New Delhi.
Iqbal Kirmani contributed reporting from Pulwama, Kashmir. 

10-16-2019 If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube, Does It Prove
Something? 

10-16-2019 If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube, Does It Prove
Something? 

10-16-2019 Twitter Stands by Trump Amid Calls to Terminate His
Account. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs
and genius tutors was Terminated along with InventBook by the 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ they were playing with a Rubik's Cube at the time of
the decision! Grin. 
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10-16-2019 Hospital Suits at Yale Key West Medical School; NASA’s
New Spacesuits Unveiled, for Trips to the Moon and Beyond. “We’ve
been working for a long time to build spacesuits that will do the job on
the moon and going on to Mars,” MD's have to re-work these NASA
suits for the Yale Key West Medical School and the Space Suits for the
patients. Tourists will have Space Suits too. The suits are designed to
work in temperatures ranging from 250 degrees Fahrenheit down to
-250 degrees Fahrenheit and potentially even colder places around the
lunar South Pole, where NASA is aiming to send astronauts. Whooping
cough, TB, Malaria, Staff, were MD's aiming to cure not spread
disease. The other suit, in a bright orange fabric, is to be worn by
astronauts during launch and re-entry back to Earth while they are
sitting inside the Orion crew capsule, the spacecraft for deep-space
travel that NASA has been working on for 15 years. The suit provides
protection and oxygen to the astronauts in case of an accident that
causes the capsule to become depressurized. It is designed to keep
astronauts alive for six days. Suit to keep the fiery Crash burn victim
of this Oil War $$$ alive for 6 days. 

Hospital Suits at Yale Key West Medical School; NASA’s New
Spacesuits Unveiled... 
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Hospital Suits at Yale Key West Medical School; NASA’s New
Spacesuits Unveiled... 

10-16-2019 Why had Iammatteo been able to figure this out when
other doctors couldn’t? the patient asked when he saw her for a follow-
up visit. She explained that she’d gone to Albert Einstein College of
Medicine in the Bronx, and one professor there was an expert in
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parasitology. She took her class, and what she learned stuck with her.
Different medical schools have different strengths, she told me later.
Parasites were one of theirs. 

Hospital Suits at Albert Einstein College of Medicine in the Bronx Space
Suit Design for MD's and Patients, Tourists? In the Bronx, grin. 

10-16-2019 Dr. Iammatteo MD and, she added, doctors are taught
that toxocara infection is rare. But now she’s not so sure. Since making
this patient’s diagnosis last spring, she told me she has diagnosed nearly
a dozen cases of toxocariasis in patients whom she might not have
thought to test for the parasite if not for this older man and his rash.
“I know I’ve been successfully diagnosing more of it because it’s on my
mind.” 

10-16-2019 Diagnosis this in your kids eye... you will have to be Dr.
Einstein MD!! By Dr. Lisa Sanders in her next Art of the Diagnosis
Article in the NY Times. 1 Click Amazon link to cure this blindness will
be up and running when the NY Times writes up 1 Click Amazon links to
1,001 IP invention projects with specks and genius Einstein Tutors, this
is were Amazon will hire its tutors... grin! 
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10-16-2019 Cat treats, cat and dog food that prevents the worm in
the first place is on 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects
with specs and genius MD tutors... what do the roundworms of the
genus Toxocara react with inside cats and dogs? Cats immune system is
a super computer how does it miss this worm? Can we help the stray
cats immune system kill this worm? 

10-16-2019 CDC; 5 percent of the United States population — or
about 16 million people — carry Toxocara antibodies in their blood, a
sign they have ingested the eggs. 

Homeland Security needs to do the blood draw and test at JFK!! 

Saudi Terrorists could infect their blood... grin! 

10-16-2019 Millions of American children have been exposed to a
parasite that could interfere with their breathing, liver function,
eyesight and even intelligence. Yet few scientists have studied the
infection in the United States, and most doctors are unaware of it. The
parasites, roundworms of the genus Toxocara, live in the intestines of
cats and dogs, especially strays. Microscopic eggs from Toxocara are
shed in the animals’ feces, contaminating yards, playgrounds and
sandboxes. These infectious particles cling to the hands of children
playing outside. Once swallowed, the eggs soon hatch, releasing larvae
that wriggle through the body and, evidence suggests, may even reach
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the brain, compromising learning and cognition. 

10-16-2019 If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube, Does It Prove
Something? If it picks up cat + dog wasted from the school play
grounds... grin! 

10-16-2019 No!! Community Service employees will not pick up cat and
dog waste from the school playgrounds, No Way! 

10-16-2019 If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube, Does It Prove
Something? If it picks up cat + dog wasted from the school play
grounds... grin! 

10-16-2019 No!! Community Service employees will not pick up cat and
dog waste from the school playgrounds, No Way! 
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10-16-2019 $$$ If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube $$$ At the
moment, research into Toxocara among Americans is so lacking that the
National Institutes of Health funding website lists no grants to study
it. Even many of the most basic questions are unanswered, including how
often ingested eggs progress to full-blown infection. 

10-16-2019 If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube, Does It Prove
Something? If it picks up cat + dog wasted from the school play
grounds... grin! 

No!! Community Service employees will not pick up cat and dog waste
from the school playgrounds, No Way! 

10-16-2019 If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube, Does It Prove
Something? If it picks up cat + dog wasted from the school play
grounds... grin! 
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No!! Community Service employees will not pick up cat and dog waste
from the school playgrounds, No Way! 

New York City playgrounds, presented at a medical conference last
year, sampled 21 parks across the city. Toxocara eggs were found in
nine parks. Three quarters of samples taken in the Bronx contained
eggs in the larval stage, which are more infectious. No parks in
Manhattan had eggs with larvae. 

Diagnosis this in your kids eye... you will have to be Dr. Einstein MD!!
By Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in her next Art of the Diagnosis Article in the
NY Times. 1 Click Amazon link to cure this blindness will be up and
running when the NY Times writes up 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specks and genius Einstein Tutors, this is were
Amazon will hire its tutors... grin! 

In some cases, larvae from Toxocara enter the eyes and cause
blindness. They can also infect the liver and lungs, leading to a
potentially damaging inflammatory reaction. 
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10-15-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" Sanctions on 100 senators from both
Wife's if we were given the free choice of a legal polygamous Marriage
in the USA like Qatar. They have insisted for months sanctions are
required by law to punish Pink MIT War Toys purchase of an advanced
USA + Russian antimissile system instead of advanced CT MRI Breast
Cancer Chemo the next generation. 100 Senators will be charged by the
UN in the murder of Olivia Newton John, Pink Guilt of Generals. 

10-15-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" Senators missteps in Polygamous
marriage and the Rx Recipe Pink one to cure breast cancer in 1980 at
the Jimmy Carter WindmillCAR Peanut Plantation. Air Pollution exhaust
from Diesel is linked to breast cancer. Centuries Old Plantation Owners
in a Orwellian Society. 

10-15-2019 Get Real; Charismatic wife's 4 in Saudi Arabia today not
the USA... unleashing 4 Wife's superpowers is only possible in the
USA!! $4 Gas on the 4th of July was masterminded by 4 Wife's in
Saudi Arabia $$$ 
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10-15-2019 Get Real; Charismatic wife's 4 in Saudi Arabia today not
the USA... 
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10-15-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" Warning Labels from the Pentagon,
No! Mr. Aron, AMC has worked to make theatergoing more attractive.
It aggressively installed advanced Dolby sound and projection systems,
extra-wide screens, and La-Z-Boy-style seats. AMC now serves alcohol
in hundreds of its theaters. Drive home drunk and get the breast
cancer from Coors next week before the next movie. MD Rated Movies
will dominate at AMC in the Winds of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. 

10-15-2019 Get Real; Sanctions on F-35 Radar iPhone iDash Cam
iTickets iCop in your car! GPS map of your diving and walking life. 

10-15-2019 Get Real; "Road Kill DUI Guilt" — A Porsche SUV
plummeted off an overpass onto train tracks below, where it burst into
flames, killing two teenagers and sending a third to a hospital with
serious injuries. The Porsche fell from Route 304 in Pearl River, New
York, on Sunday afternoon after a crash involving an additional vehicle
and burned on New Jersey Transit tracks below, authorities said.
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Saniha Cekic, 15, of Brooklyn, and Altin Nezaj, 17, of Pearl River,
were pronounced dead at hospitals, Orangeburg police said in a prepared
statement. The driver, Aisha Radoncic, 17, of Orangeburg, was
seriously injured. 

10-15-2019 Get Real; "Called 911 several times!!" In one call, Mr.
Barisone described the conflict as “a war. And it’s going to be dealt
with.” Ms. Kanarek survived the attack, a bullet to her left lung. “No
matter what — I was shot twice. It was not in self-defense. Shooting
a women twice is the Crime. 100,000 times in the past and 100,000 in
our future if 911 does not get real with iPhone iDash Cam iCop in your
Car. GPS map. Star Wars 911 called by the women, as 100,000 women
have been shot and will be shot while the world 1984 watches and
writes it up in the NY Times. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention
Projects has sanctions to prevent these 100,000 shootings of women. 

10-15-2019 Get Real; "Called 911 several times!!" InventBook not
Facebook; details of the spiraling conflict between trainer and student,
whether bandied about in the courtroom or on Facebook, are beside the
point. 
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10-15-2019 Get Real; 100,000 women, she said. “Instead, I was
shot.” Trump almost shot Ivnaka's Mom several times... 

10-15-2019 Get Real; Asbestos Kills Nearly 40,000 Americans a Year.
1 Click Amazon links from Nobels lab how to make nitro safe. . The
United States imported twice as much raw asbestos in 2018 as it did in
2017 to support the manufacture of chlorine and caustic soda at 15
chemical plants that are outliers in their sector for failing to convert to
cost-effective and safe non-asbestos technology. Failure of 1 Click
Amazon links with specs and genius tutors to convert to safe asbestos.
Safe electricity, the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR will give us 1,001 IP
invention projects for safe electricity, no electrocutions! 

10-15-2019 Get Real; Russia Says Its Troops Are Patrolling Area in
Northeastern Syria - All would rather be driving across Siberia in a
2019 Ford WindmillCAR with 4 Wife's. Troops with 4 Wife's and Sirius
Exodus IP invention projects for live streaming of Aliens Seize Moscow
University and Yale Moscow Medical School for Star Wars Galaxy Edge
we finally Patrol. AMC Theater Chain Gets Into Streaming With On-
Demand Movies; 1,001 IP invention projects are On-Demand now we
have to get AMC to invent something for a Noble in Medicine in a AMC
made movie. Look over the AMC made movies and you will know your
kids would never get a invention projects idea from any of these movies.
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10-15-2019 Get Real; “We’ve been producing cheese for thousands of
years and alcohol for tens of thousands,” In a Universe that has been
producing new Stars and Galaxies. "legend of Camembert is one of
daring escape and dairy espionage. The cheese was invented in 1791
when a priest from Brie (yes, like the cheese), took shelter with a
dairymaid, Marie Harel, as he fled France’s anticlerical government. He
taught her to make cheese with an edible rind, as local lore tells it. But
the lesser known character in Ms. Harel’s story is a mysterious mold
that resided in Normandy. Penicillium appears in the wild as a toxic blue
fungus, but in Camembert, Brie and other French regional cheeses, it is
white and edible. For centuries, cheesemakers didn’t know how it
evolved from its untamed to its domesticated forms. In a study
published Tuesday in mBio that could be good news for American cheese
lovers, researchers offer the first detailed view of how a fungus
transforms into a mold safe for food production in as few as four
weeks. 

10-15-2019 Get Real; NY Times editors "How to Find a Hobby" in
times of 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs
and genius tutors!! 
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10-15-2019 Get Real; How Will Climate Change Alter Warning Labels
on Wine for our Breast Cancer Era Times? Winemakers Climate Change
will go the way of prohibition with Dr. Ivanks MD and Dr. Olivia Newton
John MD's erecting memorials for 40K dead pink women just in 2019.
Trump will not take climate change serious until Ivanka has a Pink Grave
at Arlington not Olivia Newton Johns funeral. Columbus Day change by
the Walter Reed Doctors to "Olivia Newton John" Day. 

10-15-2019 

Columbus Day or Sirius Exodus @ Star Wars Day's *.* 

10-14-2019 Get Real; Nobel Peace Prize Was Awarded to the Pentagon
in 2019 

Columbus Day or Sirius Exodus @ Star Wars Day's *.* 
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10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" The killing of Olivia Newton John... 

10-14-2019 Get Real; Abhijit Banerjee and Esther Duflo, both of
M.I.T., and Michael Kremer of Harvard University, won the Nobel Prize
in Economic. $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! They have spent more than
20 years helping to revolutionize the way we pay for gasoline when the
WindmillCAR's drive us to Sirius and Exodus. The three have taken a
scientific approach to studying problems like education deficiencies and
child health. Diesel Birth defects. They break issues into smaller
questions, search for evidence about which interventions work to resolve
them, and seek practical ways to bring those treatments to scale. Mr.
Banerjee, born in 1961 in Mumbai, earned his doctorate from Harvard.
He is the Ford Foundation International Professor of Economics at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Ms. Duflo, born in 1972 in
Paris, is the second woman and the youngest person to be awarded the
economics prize. She has a doctorate from M.I.T. Mr. Kremer, born in
1964, has a doctorate from Harvard, where he is the Gates Professor.
Win 10. 

Columbus Day or Sirius Exodus @ Star Wars Day's *.* New Ford
Windmillcar Sirius 

10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" The killing of Olivia Newton John... 

10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" Facebook kills and InventBook is
Censored by Orwell! 
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10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" The killing of Olivia Newton John... 

10-14-2019 Get Real; Nobel Peace Prize Was Awarded to the Pentagon
in 2019 

In a High-Tech State, Sirius before Syria War! Abrupt turn in NY
Times Front page Pictures and News goes for the Pink Sirius though
really a "Red Giant". 

In a High-Tech State, Blackouts Are a Low-Tech Way to Prevent
Fires; Pentagon will not prevent any "Pink Cancer" with Warning Labels
and "Off Limits" orders, Why? Pentagon has a reputation as a haven
for technological innovations at Los Alamos!! They and Pacific Gas &
Electric, turned off power to the Era of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
and a Cure for Pink Cancers, our human forest fire burning out of
control across the USA, world wide. Antiquated Electric Utility's world
wide with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. WindmillCAR's can reduce the
need for some of the most dangerous lines, 1 Trillion miles of high
power electric lines can be reduced to zero with the WindmillCAR's!
This is like Xi in China building 1 million gas stations and erecting 1
trillion miles of high power electric lines in China in 2019 while the 2019
WindmillCAR sits in Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation Garage. “It’s an
incredible travesty. While a low estimate of auto fatalities in 2018 is
more than 36,000. Electrocutions death statistics are censored by GE.
WindmillCAR will give us Zero with 1,001 IP invention projects for the
High Tech times. Here in Key West at the International Airport A
woman had her hand and foot severed by a propeller of a private
airplane at Key West International Airport on Saturday night. The
woman was flown by air ambulance to a Miami hospital. The cause was
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wood blocks under the wheels of the plane. A Low-Tech Way to Prevent
Fires; and propellers from cutting off arms and legs in 2019. The US
government is really the one responsible for this and propeller planes
world wide and inventions have been suppressed by our culture. Scam by
2 White Men at 1984 HQ who run the International AirPorts. The
decision to strip Dennis Muilenburg of his chairman title culminated
months of internal debate over whether to hold top executives
accountable after the 737 Max crashes. Propellers and wooden block
breaks on planes. Windmillcars! 

10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" 

10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" The killing of Olivia Newton John... 

10-14-2019 Get Real; "MD High School" Cadaver; Olivia Newton John
40,000 dead from breast cancer in 2019 enough cadavers for every MD
HS in the USA. 
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10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" and seeing we are getting $777
Trillion in Oil Revenues for Texas and Alaska, Colorado, Qatar, UAE,
Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Mecca. 

10-14-2019 Get Real; Nobel Prize in Medicine Was Awarded to the
Pentagon in 2019 

10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" 

10-14-2019 Get Real; Nobel Prize in Medicine Was Awarded to the
Pentagon in 2019 
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10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" 

10-14-2019 Get Real; Abandoned Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies Kurds
Find A lot More with Syria’s Russian-backed government. Backed by
Battlefield Stars at Night this Star Wars Battle' Vets at NASA have
limits to influence after the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ blew up their
Challenger Train of 100 Super Shuttles in favor of War with the Kurds.
The sudden shift marked a major turning point in Syria’s long war.
Longer War in Korea is now a Game of Russian The Idiot Tweets
between Kim and Trump. Abandoned Pink women back home are not war
crime to Kim and Trump unless the 1st Daughter dies from cancers.
Chaos of war is Star Wars. Turkey; has battled for decades, well
centuries and light years are not in the Turkey language. Betrayal of
Allah is like Jimmy Carter's betrayal of God. Pope Francis Betrayal of
God for Money is different than Jimmy Carters Betrayal of God for the
Navy. Pink Money paid for... Since the Turkish incursion began on
Wednesday, ISIS has claimed responsibility for at least two attacks in
Syria: One car bomb in the northern city of Qamishli and another on an
international military base outside Hasaka, this must have cost $1
million Pink dollars. Syria war that tortured and killed 40K Pink women,
one being Olivia Newton John in the USA. Censored by the Pentagon.
Pentagon’s withdrawal American forces, makes it even less likely Olivia
Newton John will get a Miracle Cure from Walter Reed MD who have
not been working on a Miracle cure for Olivia. War has been painted
Pink by Walter Reed MD's. God Save Olivia, not at the Pentagon. 

10-14-2019 Get Real; American commandos were working alongside
Kurdish forces at an outpost in eastern Syria last year when Olivia
Newton John's cancer came back for the 3 time - they were attacked
by columns of Syrian government tanks and hundreds of troops, including
Russian mercenaries. In the next hours, the Americans threw the
Pentagon’s arsenal at them, including B-52 strategic bombers. The
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attack was stopped. Pentagons Arsenal for Breast Cancer that comes
back 3 times is not in the same Class at B-52's... “We have abandoned
Olivia Newton John for the Kerds. A War Crime against women. 

10-14-2019 Get Real; Peter W. Galbraith, the former American
diplomat who has for years also been a senior adviser to the Kurds in
both Syria and Iraq killed the Starbucks Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte
that cures breast cancer in all stages in 8 days. 

10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" by Peter W. Galbraith, Generals and
Admirals in Key West is overrun by the Glory of War, and seeing we
are getting $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues for Texas and Alaska,
Colorado. $$$ There is a Detailed Map of Auto Emissions in America
but censored out is Trumps Special Olympics birth defected kids from
Diesel and there is no detailed map of Pink Women who will die in 2019,
40,000 on this battle field Map not a Army Map. 

10-14-2019 Get Real; F-35 Radar on all cars and roads in the UK;
"U.K. Says Immunity of U.S. Diplomat’s Wife ‘No Longer Relevant’ By
ILIANA MAGRA Page A12 Page A13 F-35 Radar in the UK was secretly
killed by BP Oil Men, a hit and run accident. iPhone iDash Cam in all
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cars there will not be any hit and run accidents. 

10-14-2019 Get Real; Abandoned by U.S. in Syria, Kurds Find New
Ally in American Foe Under fire by Turkish forces, the militia that
battled ISIS threw in its lot with Syria’s Russian-backed government. 

10-14-2019 Get Real; Red Meat Eaters... McDonald’s parking lot in
New Haven, Conn., car engines rev, spectators scream and amateur
drivers tear into the street for late-night drag races. But on Saturday,
the raucous races came to an abrupt halt. Police car lights flooded the
staging ground, and officers shut down the illegal sporting event as part
of a sting operation. Ten vehicles were towed, and 47 people, were
arrested - No Yale New Haven Medical School Students, grin. 

10-14-2019 Get Real; NY Times editorial today, "It’s Time to Talk to
Iran" it's time to talk to Jewish Aliens at Sirius and confiscate $777
Trillion from Iran, Iraqi and bankrupt Mecca and Allah. With tensions
rising in the Middle East and Iran suffering under sanctions, this may
be the last best opportunity to walk back from the brink. And talk to
Iran about $777 Trillion in gas station hold ups from Miami, Cuba and
$4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. Winds! By William J. Burns and Jake
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Sullivan. Both authors held high positions at the State Department in
previous administrations who have read the Secret file on WindmillCAR's
on the cover of Greg's Amazon book. Talk about 1 Click Amazon links to
1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors for the people
at Starbucks working at every table with Mac's and Mac Book Pro's at
$13,384 and $8,840 only those in Mecca can afford today as
Starbucks Rome has not Mac's or MacBook Pro's today. 

10-14-2019 Get Real; 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Forest Fires and "The Haves and Have-Nots of
(Electrical) Power in California" and Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4
MD's to put out the fires of cancers and diseases... Starbucks have-
Not's of Mac and Mac Book Pro's at every table is To Have Have Not
and mostly women don't have a Mac Book Pro at Starbucks today. No
one has 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs
and genius tutors! Have-Nots of (Electrical) Power in California" plug in
your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into your house, Edison II in Manhattan
and in the middle of the forest fires in California. 

Nobel Peace Prize Was Awarded to the Pentagon in 2019 

Nobel Peace Prize Was Awarded to the Pentagon in 2019 

Collapse of a Futuristic "Hard Rock Hotel" Leaves Two Dead, and New
Orleans Reeling. Video is dramatic and makes you think of how the
engineers and Crew building it could make the wrong turn down a one
way street, and crash! 
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NY Times sells pictures of Jackie Kennedy not a Cure for the cancer
that killed her to save these 4 girls from Jackie's cancer death. 

4 Girls Chat with 4 MD Women about Breast Cancer in General...
Photos of Jackie Kennedy in India and Pakistan Go on Sale. Making
Policy at the Highest Levels at the NY Times sells pictures of Jackie
not a Cure for the cancer that killed her to save these 4 girls from
Jackie's cancer death. 

When the Dept of Educations gets a F in Medicine for not opening any
"MD High Schools" then go to this article... "When a Steady Paycheck
Is Good Medicine" By PETER S. GOODMAN Yes your kids will get a
really dead cadaver in High School! 

MD High School Cadaver; Olivia Newton John 40,000 dead from breast
cancer in 2019 enough cadavers for every MD HS in the USA. This will
get a Rx Recipe cure for all cancers with 1 million dead in 2019. 

"Pilot's" War Crimes in China building 1 million new gas stations in 2019
and 1,001 Dams for Electricity. "Our River Was Like a God’: How Dams
and China’s Might Imperil the Mekong" By HANNAH BEECH Page A8
Page A9 WindmillCAR's! 

10-13-2019 Get Real; At 2:38 p.m., the "Pilot" reports that he can
see the target and has the “correction,” code for locking the target on
a screen in his cockpit. "Starbucks!" 
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10-13-2019 Get Real; Information revealed that Russian "Pilots" rather
drive from NYC to LA drive in a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR a rejuvenating
mental elixir to invent a Noble in Medicine to pay for the free Wind's! 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Orders from the Top Brass to go to War as
Navy Fighter "Pilots" instead of driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
from NYC to LA is a war crime that does not have to go through the
UN Red Tape... God will put Jimmy Carter on trial first... grin! 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Recklessly or intentionally bombing hospitals is a
war crime, We then listened to and deciphered thousands of Russian Air
Force radio transmissions, which recorded months’ worth of "Pilot"
activities in the skies above northwestern Syria. 1,001 of these AF
missile strikes are on YouTube just like I uploaded a Starbucks video
10-13-19 of Greg in the Sun typing this out today at Starbucks. Greg
was bombed by the Manager! So much for the 2 White Men at 1984
HQ watching and recording thousands of pages written at Starbucks,
Key West. documented at least 583 such attacks since 2011, 266 of
them since Russia intervened in September 2015. At least 916 medical
workers have been killed since 2011. 2011 Greg flew into Key West to
build the Yale Key West Medical School and it was bombed by Navy
"Pilots" who knew this was a war crime. So much for war crimes
bombing hospitals. On May 5 and 6, Russia attacked four. All were on
the list. The first was Nabad al Hayat Surgical Hospital, a major
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underground trauma center in southern Idlib Province serving about
200,000 people. The hospital performed on average around 500
operations and saw more than 5,000 patients a month, according to
Syria Relief and Development, the United States-based charity that
supported it. Reporting was contributed by Dmitriy Khavin, Whitney
Hurst, Malachy Browne, Quoctrung Bui and John Ismay. NY Time
Journalists who censored out pilots rather drive from NYC to LA drive
in a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR a rejuvenating mental elixir to invent a
Noble in Medicine to pay for the free Wind's! 2 White Men at 1984
HQ are the War Criminals with $777 Trillion dollars in cash... $$$ 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Florida Women Are No Qui-pro-quo "the pardon
was a quid pro quo for their help in releasing hostages" held by Wars on
Earth. Legal Polygamous Marriage in Qatar and Saudi Arabia no No
Qui-pro-quo MD Women 4 MD's Wife's! Hostage to being POW's
MIA's in inventing live streaming of Aliens in the Universe, a Nobel in
Physics and Peace at Star Wars! 
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10-13-2019 Get Real; Greg's Bday 72, 4 MD Wife's to work with
inventing all day would be nice, grin. 2019 Ford WindmillCAR... too. 

10-13-2019 Get Real; ‘This Did Not Go Well’: Inside PG&E’s Blackout
Control Room" "As the utility turned off power to millions of
Californians, its website went down and it struggled to communicate with
local officials and inform residents. 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Electric Utility with the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's with trillions of volts and amps, a Nobel for a
WindmillCAR as its GE Windmill Turbine is cold as -254 C almost
absolute zero and we our Habitat for Humanity not Jimmy Carters
Wood Homes will invent 1,001 accessories for a WindmillCAR that can
generate trillions of volts and amps of electricity and the Electric
Utility will try to destroy each and every newly invented accessory! 
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10-13-2019 Get Real; Florida Women Are No Qui-pro-quo "the pardon
was a quid pro quo for their help in releasing hostages" held by Wars on
Earth. Legal Polygamous Marriage in Qatar and Saudi Arabia no No
Qui-pro-quo MD Women 4 MD's Wife's! Hostage to being POW's
MIA's in inventing live streaming of Aliens in the Universe, a Nobel in
Physics and Peace at Star Wars! 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Forest Fires and "The Haves and Have-Nots of
(Electrical) Power in California" and Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4
MD's to put out the fires of cancers and diseases... Starbucks have-
Not's of Mac and Mac Book Pro's at every table is To Have Have Not
and mostly women don't have a Mac Book Pro at Starbucks today. No
one has 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs
and genius tutors! Have-Nots of (Electrical) Power in California" plug in
your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into your house, Edison II in Manhattan
and in the middle of the forest fires in California. 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Duke Divinity School; pray for the Yale Key
West Medical School. where I had first learned the news that I had
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Stage 4 cancer. Tumors that bloomed in my colon from RED Meat
served 7 days a week at Divinity School, F grade! By Kate Bowler Ms.
Bowler is an associate professor at Duke Divinity School. Yale Divinity
School in New haven has clones of Ms. Bower. 

10-13-2019 Get Real; God's at the Pentagon; Knowing that I would
never be cured, I stewed about what to do with what remained of my
life. Was it worth spending hundreds of hours to transform this
research into a book? Should I go see the pyramids? With so little I
could control, I borrowed a page from the playbook of the women I had
interviewed. I abandoned what was ideal and reached for what was
possible instead. I put the final touches on the manuscript and
submitted it the day before I was rolled into surgery with the pleasant
exhaustion of deep work. After all, who doesn’t hope to spin the straw
of their lives into gold? Or at least nicer straw. 

Pyramids? InventBook MD; playbook of the women I will marry (4 MD's)
interviewed for all their Lost Inventions brought to life like the 1980
Ford WindmillCAR. Orwells Animal Farm MD novel on Kindle with super
computer simulations. Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge Sugar Recipe. 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Prayer Book - Invent Book of Miracles in Pink. I
put the final touches on the manuscript at the Hemingway House
Writing Class app with 100's on the same page with Mac and Mac Book
Pro's. 1 Click Amazon links to a MD invention in every chapter. Salk II
and Pasteur in our thoughts, thank God for Miracles. 
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10-13-2019 Get Real; Duke "MD High School" built in this rich
neighborhood will save Mom, and money from buying Red Meat 7 days a
week. 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Duke Divinity School, Instead, I studied these
leading ladies in the infusion center at Duke Hospital, a short walk away
from my quiet office, where I had first learned the news that I had
Stage 4 cancer. Tumors that bloomed in my colon and liver, in a
moment, erased every cheerful ambition and casual plan. And all I could
see was my husband and my toddler, Zach, who loves me more than
dinosaurs. In an effort to manage my fear, I distracted myself by
inviting the famous women of televangelism to stop by the hospital for
an interview. As I was struggling against my own limitations, I
discovered that most of these people were quite willing to admit their
own. Together, we spent hundreds of hours discussing the narrow and
precarious paths of power that women tread. We were all hanging by a
thread. 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Mormon Divinity School is not one for a MD.
Movies made by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints are an
important part of a film and TV ecosystem in northern Utah. And
there’s not an MD-rating in sight. Red Meat and Cheese with estrogen
is on the Menu! Colon cancer tracked for Mormons, Hell No! 
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10-13-2019 Get Real; Michele Buck started her career selling Funyuns,
Munchos and Cheetos. Then she invented a new holiday for Cool Whip.
Today, she runs one of the world’s biggest candy companies, sugar!
Hershey's Rx Recipe for Star Wars Sugar without the side effects.
Disney Galaxy Edge Star Wars Hershey's Bars. 

2019 Ford WindmillCAR a rejuvenating mental elixir to invent a Noble in
Medicine to pay for the free Wind's! 

2019 Ford WindmillCAR a rejuvenating mental elixir to invent a Noble in
Medicine to pay for the free Wind's! 

4 Girls Chat with 4 MD Women about Breast Cancer in General...
Photos of Jackie Kennedy in India and Pakistan Go on Sale. Making
Policy at the Highest Levels at the NY Times sells pictures of Jackie
not a Cure for the cancer that killed her to save these 4 girls from
Jackie's cancer death. 1 Click Amazon links about Jackie Kennedy's
cancer, why it killed her and will kill these 4 girls looking into the Apple
Store window. 
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10-12-2019 Nobel Peace Prize Awarded to the Pentagon in 2019...
wars of relatively low sophistication when the war on caners is over 1
million dead in 2019. Generals need to have a MD degree like the
Roman Senate and Dr. Pope MD. Snub of Pope Francis for the Nobel
Peace Prize was because of Prince Salman's Blood Money for the
Catholic Church. Elaboration on the # of Bone Saw murders by Prince
Salman is not in the Washington Post. Determined to return to war
surgery of relatively low sophistication when the war on caners is over 1
million dead in 2019. Walter Reed MD's return to war surgery not war
on Breast Cancer. Nobel Prize will be give for a Rx Recipe that cures
all breast cancer in all stages in 8 days. No Brainard Nobel. Amazon 1
Click links to this Rx Pink Recipe with specs and genius tutors... is
sophistication at it best for AI and invention projects. Starbucks Cafe
Mac's and Mac Book Pro's are the weapons in this Pink War. 

10-12-2019 Mr. Gates ordered more helicopters to Afghanistan to
evacuate wounded troops, and directed that helicopters previously set
aside for rescuing downed pilots be reassigned to medical evacuation.
Mr. Gates also increased the number of field hospitals. A peer-
reviewed medical study published in 2015 found that those initiatives
saved an estimated 359 lives from June 2009 to March 2014. Applying
the same standard to operations elsewhere has proved difficult, as was
evident in the ambush in Niger. 
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10-12-2019 Gates at the Pentagon saved 359 lives from June 2009 to
March 2014. Pink Dead deaths are Classified by Gates thoughts... 

10-12-2019 Get Real; Turkish troops and their Syrian Arab allies have
captured a cluster of villages when we should be capturing live streaming
video from a cluster of Galaxies and their Jewish Aliens. 

10-12-2019 Get Real; 359 Trillion Jewish Aliens are out there at Star
Wars, Gates! 
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10-12-2019 Guerrilla movement that has waged a decades-long struggle
against the Turkish state well paid by Cancer Cure Money $$$ American
Generals prioritizes War not War on Breast Cancer, intelligence needs
to be put on Trial. 

10-12-2019 Get Real; Turkish troops and their Syrian Arab allies have
captured a cluster of villages when we should be capturing live streaming
video from a cluster of Galaxies and their Jewish Aliens. This is Real
when the war on Earth leads to the crackdown on criticism inside the
cancer ward at Walter Reed and Yale Key West Medical School. Old
soldiers’ motivation, include killing Olivia Newton John and her 40K girl
friends in the same boat, death via breast cancer. A War Crime. 

10-12-2019 War mislead our Pink women on the battlefields death
statistics are 40,000 Pink in 2019 this is not a Pentagon War. The
Pentagon should have mobilized for the Breast Cancer War Decades ago
but know they can keep every years 40,000 secret from their wife's
and daughters. 1st Daughter Ivanka! 
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10-12-2019 NYC to LA drive in a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR a
rejuvenating mental elixir to invent a Noble in Medicine to pay for the
free Wind's! Ocean's. Next is Star Wars Graivty Engine CAR's another
rejuvenating mental elixir. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention
projects with specs and genius tutors and Starbucks along the way with
Mac's + Mac Book Pro's at every table. Paris Starbucks too. 

10-12-2019 NYC to LA drive in a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR a
rejuvenating mental elixir to invent a Noble in Medicine to pay for the
free Wind's! Ocean's. Next is Star Wars Graivty Engine CAR's another
rejuvenating mental elixir. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention
projects with specs and genius tutors and Starbucks along the way with
Mac's + Mac Book Pro's at every table. Paris Starbucks too. 
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10-12-2019 Nobel in Medicine to Ethiopian PM Abiy Ahmed for the
Pink Rx Recipe Latte at Starbucks, oh Abiy never got into the Yale Key
West Medical School, sorry Pink Lady's! 80K dead in Abiy's war in
Ethiopia. 

10-12-2019 Jimmy Carter won his 2nd Nobel Peace Prize today!!
Ethiopian PM Abiy Ahmed for ending 20-year Eritrea conflict. Nobel
Institute gave the award to the Ethiopian leader for ending one of
Africa's longest running conflicts. 

10-12-2019 Germany experienced at least 1,800 anti-Jewish crimes in
2018, Iran is the Target for War not Germany, Why? Politics of the
Elite Jewish Ruling Class! Oil + Germany will come to another War
Crimes trial in Berlin too. Most Jews who are not Elite Ruling Class can
see this as a sure bet at the Qatar Trump Casino in Berlin. German
authorities have been slower to respond as they are at the Trump-
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Casino's. German leaders Pink ideologically are bone saw killers of Olivia
Newton John keeping the diesel Mercedes in fuel for Mecca riches
beyond belief of $777 Trillion in oil revenues. 

10-12-2019 Gambling at the Qatar Trump Casino Bone Saw killings;
Brooklyn Social Club Shooting Leaves 4 Dead and 3 Injured. The motive
was not immediately clear, the police said, but illegal gambling was
occurring at the club in Crown Heights. By EDGAR SANDOVAL 

10-12-2019 Witch Yale Key West Medical School to apply to; Witches
Are Having Their Hour" Pam Grossman, author and host of the popular
“The Witch Wave” podcast, said witches are having a resurgence among
feminists who want authority over their lives." By LAURA M. HOLSON 

10-12-2019 Witch Yale Key West Medical School to apply to; NASA is
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working on a view of the UNIVERSE with live streaming video of Aliens!
"At the Empire State Building, a Lure Even for Jaded Natives" "Friday:
A digitally driven exhibition at the entry is aimed to engage visitors on
their way to a glass observatory deck on the 102nd floor that will offer
360-degree views of the city." By AARON RANDLE 

10-12-2019 Witch Yale Key West Medical School to apply to; Steve
Jobs hiking across India photos; Up for Auction: Snapshots of Jackie
Kennedy in India. A Year in Paris That Transformed Jacqueline Kennedy
Onassis As a college student, Jacqueline Bouvier spent her junior year
in Paris, and the city became one of the greatest influences in her life.
Yale Paris Medical School - To Have Have Not!! 

10-12-2019 Witch Yale Key West Medical School to apply to; Apply
yourself to 1,001 IP invention projects soon as Greg and 4 MD wife's
type out the list. 
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10-12-2019 Witch Yale Key West Medical School to apply to; Apply
yourself to 1,001 IP invention projects soon as Greg and 4 MD wife's
type out the list. 

In a Diesel Mercedes; On Wednesday evening, Chancellor Angela Merkel
rushed to the New Synagogue in Berlin to grieve with the city’s Jewish
community. 

"Shop Faked Brake Repairs Before Limo Crash That Killed 20, D.A.
Says" By JESSE MCKINLEY 
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Fiery Crash's that killed 20,000 a year from 1980 to 2019 was not
faked by the ruling class and Caste! Limo careened down a hillside in
Schoharie, just west of Albany, killing 17 passengers, the driver and
two pedestrians it struck. It was the nation’s deadliest transportation
accident out of 20,000. 20K false car repairs just in the USA - Ms.
Mallery said that investigators had recently interviewed an employee of
a brake shop in Saratoga Springs, Mavis Discount Tire, who said that
he had falsified a Department of Motor Vehicles certification for the
2001 Ford Excursion limousine involved in the crash. “He did not
perform the D.M.V. inspection of the limousine,” Ms. Mallery wrote.
Rather, the employee, Virgil Parks, returned the brake part for the
limousine to its seller, something he described as “a billing practice at
Mavis in which certain services were substituted on invoices for ones
actually performed in order for the store to meet sales quotas.” 

10-11-2019 20,000 a year from 1980 to 2019... fiery wrecks! 

10-11-2019 Father sues Tesla after teen son killed in flaming crash.
October 11, 2019 FORT LAUDERDALE (AP) — The father of an 18-
year-old Florida teen killed when his speeding Tesla slammed into a wall
and caught fire is suing the company, saying the crash should have
been... 
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10-11-2019 Father sues Tesla not 2 White men at 1984 HQ who spent
their $7 Trillion on MIT War Toys not F-35 Radar for all cars Tesla
and roads... 

10-11-2019 The police said they began receiving 911 calls around 7:45
p.m. on Wednesday about a car heading south on the northbound side
of a major highway in Connecticut. Shortly after, the calls changed to
reports of a head-on collision. In the end, a teenager driving the wrong
way down Interstate 95 and two elderly people in the car she crashed
into, were dead, the police said. The wrong-way driver, in a blue
Mercedes-Benz, was identified as Abigayl J. Lanphear, of Westerly,
R.I., the Connecticut State Police said. The passenger in her car, Jada
Laboy, also of Westerly, R.I., suffered serious injuries. The two young
women were both about to turn 18 this month, officials said. In the
other vehicle, a black Honda Accord, the driver, Roger A. Noel, 85,
and his front-seat passenger, Dorothy Noel, 83, both of West
Warwick, R.I., were killed, officials said. 

10-11-2019 20,000 a year from 1980 to 2019... fiery wrecks! 
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Car repair; fraudulent billing practice occurred repeatedly during the
first half of 2018, and today 10-11-19 

10-11-2019 Yom Kippur. “Historically it’s the day when the Jewish
people have been most targeted,” At the hospital, they finished the
service, even blowing the shofar, or ram’s horn, to mark the end of
Yom Kippur at sundown, she added. Pink Jewish Women were at the
Hospital being tortured by German's. 

10-11-2019 Shooter; A military source said he had served for a period
in the German army, though received no special training just 'Gun's"
Grin!! Who wrote this? The video he streamed on Twitch, an Amazon-
owned website targeting the gaming community, and an 11-page
manifesto he uploaded to a German message board frequented by the
far right give a clear sense of the audience whose adulation he craved. 

10-11-2019 Shooter; on Twitch, an Amazon-owned website. Greg's
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Secret Files on WindmillCAR's on a Amazon site in the USA keeps
WindmillCAR's Secret!! 

10-11-2019 Amazon; A classic type of psychopathic right-wing Oil $$$
terrorist, whose ideology is to Drive the Diesel Mercedes and kill Olivia
Newton John along with Newton's Gravity Engine Car invention projects
on 1 Click Amazon links with specs and genius tutors. 

10-11-2019 California Eclectic Blackouts can be life or death for the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR you can plug into your house for all your
electricity!! Solar Sales are in the same class as Diesel Mercedes Sales,
criminals in times of Ford WindmillCAR's! 

10-11-2019 Amazon; Choking black smoke drifted back into Turkey
over the village of Upper Arican. But many on both sides of the border,
cramming into cars and pickup trucks and searching for clean air to
breath. New news in the drive of the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR that is
parked at a Peanut Plantation in Georgia belonging to Jimmy Carter.
Civil war that began as a wave of protests against President Bashar al-
Assad of Syria not Jimmy Carter. 8 years of $4 gas on the 4th of July
via Jimmy Carter. A War Crime! $$$ Giving all these $777 Trillion to
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Mecca is a Sin by Jimmy Carter. Integrity of Habitat for Humanity
building wood houses termites eat. Star Wars not WAR has been lost
Wood Ships the Navy should have built 100 USS Jimmy Carter Subs out
of wood from Canada. 

10-11-2019 Jimmy Carter owns UNICEF $1 Trillion... Henrietta Fore,
the executive director of UNICEF, said Wednesday that the military
escalation would have “dramatic consequences” on the ability to provide
aid. 100 USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. This money should have gone to
UNICEF. A War Crime. UNICEF with $13 Trillion in Oil Money, this is
the Casino winnings if the Ford WindmillCAR is driven to the Peanut
Plantation Casino. 

10-11-2019 Crash of fiery Cop Cars today in the USA and London.
Trump Makes Few Promises to U.K. Over Diplomat’s Wife Who Fled
Crash" By ILIANA MAGRA Iliana Magra drives by fiery wrecks today
and tomorrow keeping them off the White House Radar. Radar F-35
for all cars and roads cost $7 Trillion. And is better suited for the
2019 Ford windmillCAR;s with iPhone iDash Cam iTickets in your car.
Many 14 year old kids will be hit by a car today! Is this a war crime as
the ruling class kill F-35 Radar and 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Hell Yes!
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10-11-2019 Olivia Newton John's Book! “Catch and Kill,” which is
scheduled to be released on Tuesday, describes instances when, Mr.
Farrow says, top NBC News executives failed to grasp the larger
significance of his reporting and instructed him to slow down or halt his
pursuit of a story that Mr. Weinstein was trying to squelch. NBC News
executives failed to grasp Pink Breast cancer dead, 40K a year just in
the USA and still not Manhattan Project at Los Alamos because the 2
White men at 1984 are busy at the Trump Qatar Casino. President of
NBC News, Noah Oppenheim. Is Not Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los
Alamos!! 

10-11-2019 STD's; Mr. Farrow’s articles on Mr. Weinstein appeared in
The New Yorker starting in the fall of 2017, he reported for the
magazine on the many accounts of sexual misconduct against the CBS
chief executive Leslie Moonves and the New York State attorney
general Eric Schneiderman. Both men lost their jobs. 

10-11-2019 NYC to LA drive in a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR a
rejuvenating mental elixir to invent a Noble in Medicine to pay for the
free Wind's! Ocean's. Next is Star Wars Graivty Engine CAR's another
rejuvenating mental elixir. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention
projects with specs and genius tutors and Starbucks along the way with
Mac's + Mac Book Pro's at every table. Paris Starbucks too. 
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10-11-2019 Jimmy Carter won his 2nd Nobel Peace Prize today!!
Ethiopian PM Abiy Ahmed for ending 20-year Eritrea conflict. Nobel
Institute gave the award to the Ethiopian leader for ending one of
Africa's longest running conflicts. Within months of coming to office in
2018 ,the 43-year-old signed a "Joint Declaration of Peace and
Friendship" with Eritrean Prime Minister Isaias Afwerki. He was also
praised for his domestic reforms, including releasing tens of thousands
of political prisoners and allowed previously banned opposition groups.
Ethnic rivalries have flared in recent years and more than two million
people have been internally displaced because of conflict. “No doubt
some people will think this year’s prize is being awarded too early,”
Berit Reiss-Andersen, the chair of the Norwegian Nobel Committee,
acknowledged. “The Norwegian Nobel Committee believes it is now that
Abiy Ahmed’s efforts deserve recognition and need encouragement.”
Ethiopia’s ruling party had long kept the country in a tight grip, allowing
for very small democratic freedoms while using a powerful army to
enforce its dogged vision of progress, not Star Wars but MIT War
Toys, grin! 

The prize is £730,000 and will be formally awarded in Oslo in
December. 

Nobel needs to tell the NY Times what Casino he spends the money
at... I Bet the Qatar Trump Casino! Not at the Apple Store for Mac
Book Pro's for Starbucks... grin. 
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4 Girls Chat with 4 MD Women about Breast Cancer in General...
Photos of Jackie Kennedy in India and Pakistan Go on Sale. Making
Policy at the Highest Levels at the NY Times sells pictures of Jackie
not a Cure for the cancer that killed her to save these 4 girls from
Jackie's cancer death. 

10-10-2019 Sanders said. “No apologies!!” for killing Olivia Newton
John via War's killing the War on Cancer's $$$ 

10-10-2019 Oil Money Smoke paid for $$$ A gunman tried to enter a
synagogue in Germany during Yom Kippur, the holiest day on the Jewish
calendar, in what officials called an anti-Semitic attack. By MELISSA
EDDY, RICK GLADSTONE and TIFFANY HSU These NY Times
reporters censored out Oil Money Paid for the attack! $$$ $777
Trillion in Oil Revenues via Mecca and Allah. 

10-10-2019 Attack on German Synagogue, Yom Kippur the Elite Jewish
ruling class needs to declare war on Germany not Iran! 

10-10-2019 Jews in control of Berlin and Germany! Netanyahu’s Day of
Atonement Declare War on Germany not Iran! 
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10-10-2019 Assailant Live-Streamed Attempted Attack on German
Synagogue. A gunman tried to enter a synagogue in Germany during Yom
Kippur, the holiest day on the Jewish calendar, in what officials called
an anti-Semitic attack. By MELISSA EDDY, RICK GLADSTONE and
TIFFANY HSU 

10-10-2019 $$$ Pentagon knows who is making money to spend on
WAR's... U.S. Disputes Finding That Airstrikes on Afghan Drug Labs
Killed 30 Civilians. The American military said the facilities were funding
the Taliban. But a United Nations report argued that those working in
the labs were not “performing combat functions.” By THOMAS
GIBBONS-NEFF. 

$7 Trillion dollar Pink Manhattan Projects are 'Off Limits" for Wars
Trump call Never Ending! 

10-10-2019 2020 Nobel in Medicine for a NY Times article on "Bone
Marrow" not this article... "What Was Kept in This Stone Age Meat
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Locker? Bone Marrow" By NICHOLAS ST. FLEUR Nick is not a NY
Times MD who will win a Noble in Medicine in 2020 for "Bone Marrow"
article. 

10-10-2019 "Why Is Turkey Fighting the Kurds in Syria?" By MEGAN
SPECIA Because no MD's are ordered to fight heart attacks, win a
Nobel in Medicine in Turkey is like Trumps Noble Peace Prize he asked
for yesterday. Lithium-Ion Batteries Work Earns Nobel Prize in
Chemistry for 3 Scientists. Fight to learn the Chemistry of breast
cancer should be the Kurds! Why isn't it? 

10-10-2019 Sanders said. “No apologies!!” Oil Money Smoke of War
Paid for in Pink Breast Cancer dead on the battle field. Mr. Sanders’s
wife, Jane, has recently been instrumental in shaping decisions about
his health issues, his campaign and 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in the
garage, hidden like the Heart Attack. 

10-10-2019 The Most Detailed Map of Auto Emissions in America. See
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driving-related emissions in your metro area, road by road. 

10-10-2019 The Most Detailed Money Map of MIT War Toys in
America Wars on Baghdad's... when the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR was
kept secret... 

10-10-2019 The Most Detailed Map of kept secret STD's with GPS
tracking who will give a STD to someone else today! 2.5 million cases of
chlamydia, gonorrhea and syphilis in 2018, a 30 percent increase from
2013. Rates were highest among men who have sex with men and people
of color. STD rates were highest in southern states including Georgia,
Louisiana and Mississippi, and rural states like Alaska and South
Dakota. 1980 Jimmy Carter had STD's and 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's
on the Peanut Plantation. 

10-10-2019 Sanders said. “No apologies!!” 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
doctor at an urgent care facility in Las Vegas, bet on a War Crimes
Trial's... Doctors A memorial for victims of the Las Vegas shooting
caused by Sanders killing the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Sanders said.
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“No apologies!!” This Vegas mass shootings could never have taken place
without the fuel of Casino's and Florida Lottery Plague infecting
Sanders smelling Diesel Money. Selling out the USA to Mecca and Allah
for $777 Trillion in Blood Money. Fuel is Oil. MGM International would
be paying roughly $800 million to settle lawsuits filed by victims. $800
Trillion will be made from Oil Revenues by Christmas Day 2019.
Bartenders who serve alcohol to obviously inebriated patrons can be
sued if those patrons cause car accidents; Sanders can be put on trial
for Gas Station war crime of Smog and kids birth defects. Incentive to
be more careful in the future of the Gravity Engine Car invention. 1980
Ford WindmillCAR is still in Sanders Garage! “When bad men combine,
the good must associate; else they will fall one by one, an unpitied
sacrifice in a contemptible struggle.” Sanders unpitied “No apologies!!”
to Olivia Newton John for going to war in Baghdad instead of spending
the money on a Pink Rx Recipes at a Manhattan Project at Los Alamos
the first time Olivia was diagnosed with Breast Cancer. Senators need
to be MD's and not Warriors!! Unpitied Warriors with $777 Trillion in
gas station hole up loot from Miami, Cuba. No One Needs a Superyacht,
but They Keep Selling Them, hospital ships are not on the Menu by
anyone. Pope's serve the Last Supper today with Heart Attack Burgers!

10-10-2019 Sanders said. “No apologies!!” for $4 gas on the 4th of
July. Spirt of America is now Oil Revenues given to Mecca and Allah.
God is Great just ask Jimmy Carter. $$$ 

10-10-2019 In an interview with NBC News, Mr. Sanders said a doctor
at an urgent care facility in Las Vegas, where he went last Tuesday
night after experiencing chest pain, had informed him that he was
having a heart attack, Sanders admits keeping this from NBC for 3
days, “No apologies!!” 
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10-10-2019 Nobel in Literatures; Ms. Tokarczuk is best known for her
2014 historical novel “Ksiegi Jakubowe” or “The Book of Jacob,”
centered in the Hapsburg and Ottoman Empires and focused on the life
of Jacob Frank, an 18th century Polish leader of a Jewish splinter
group that converted to Islam and then Catholicism. “She has in this
work showed the supreme capacity of the novel to represent a case
almost beyond human understanding,” Nobel officials wrote in their
citation. But her real breakthrough is considered to be her third novel,
“Prawiek i inne czasy” or “Primeval and Other Times.” First published in
1996, it tells the story of three generations of a Polish family, from
1914 to the beginnings of Solidarity in 1980. In January, she wrote an
opinion piece for The New York Times on the state of the country after
the murder of a leading liberal mayor in the country. “I worry about
our immediate future,” she said. 

10-10-2019 Nobel in Literatures; Mr. Handke was born in 1942 in
southern Austria to a German father and a Slovenian mother. He spent
part of his childhood living in war-scarred Berlin and went on to study
law at the University of Graz. But when his first book was published,
he dropped out of school and embarked in earnest on his literary
career. More than 50 years later, his body of work includes novels,
essays, screenplays and other dramatic works. He has been based in
Chaville, France, since 1990. "A Sorrow Beyond Dreams,” based on his
mother’s death, drew critical acclaim. Michael Wood, reviewing the book
for The New York Times. Mr. Handke attended Mr. Milosevic’s war
crimes trial at The Hague and delivered a eulogy at his funeral. In an
interview in 2006, he said of Milosevic: “I think he was a rather tragic
man. Not a hero, but a tragic human being. I am a writer and not a
judge.” 

10-10-2019 NY Times War Crimes Trial Novel will win another Nobel in
Literature! 
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10-10-2019 Apple Removes App That Tracked Hong Kong Police 

10-10-2019 Apple Removes App InventBook that Tracked 1,001 IP
invention projects on 1 Click Amazon 

10-10-2019 Militia Commander Says It Will Attack Turkish Forces if
They Enter Syria: we have already killed Olivia Newton John and have
$ Trillions in Arms. Breast are a different War! 

10-10-2019 No iWatch Heart Attack Work for Sanders Manhattan
Project; Sanders Says He Will ‘Change the Nature’ of His Campaign
After Heart Attack. Nature of his Campaign is not a Nobel in Medicine
for a iWatch that beeps 30 minutes before a cardiac arrest. 
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10-10-2019 A heart attack, known medically as a myocardial
infarction, means that there was at least some damage to the heart
muscle. 

‘You Are Leaving Us Alone’: Kurds Lash Out at U.S. 

You Are Leaving Us Alone in the Universe; Jewish Aliens are at Sirius!!
Syria or Sirius get Serious! Israelis Watch U.S. Abandon Kurds, and
Worry: Who’s Next? Next are the Elite Israelis who took $1 Trillion in
Bone Saw Blood money not to be used for the Jewish Exodus but to
keep the oil flowing into Mecca not Israel. $$$ Jews fierce
recrimination, finger-pointing and calls for Exodus and and End to
Mecca, Allah and Riches beyond belief for Prince Salman the Man who
bribed the Elite Jews and the Pope. 

Militia Commander Says It Will Attack Turkish Forces if They Enter
Syria: we have already killed Olivia Newton John and have $ Trillions in
Arms. Breast are a different War! 

No iWatch Heart Attack Work for Sanders Manhattan Project; Sanders
Says He Will ‘Change the Nature’ of His Campaign After Heart Attack.
Nature of his Campaign is not a Nobel in Medicine for a iWatch that
beeps 30 minutes before a cardiac arrest. 
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Bernie Sanders' daughter-in-law dies of cancer at 46. The wife of Levi
Sanders, son of the Vermont senator, died Saturday after not long
after being diagnosed with neuroendocrine cancer. 

Manhattan Projects are 'Off Limits" for Bernie Sanders... daughter-in-
law dies of cancer at 46. The wife of Levi Sanders, son of the Vermont
senator, died Saturday after not long after being diagnosed with
neuroendocrine cancer. 

Trump ordered the killing of Olivia Newton John too. Ivanka's reaction
on NBC is strange. 

10-9-2019 Nobel Prize in Physics Awarded for Studies of Earth’s Place
in the Universe; Bone Saw Murders and Bone Saw Brain Surgery. In the
history of the Universe there has never been a Prince or King Brain
Surgeon all in all Times have been Bone Saw Murderers, same cam be
said of All Pope's in our place in the Universe. 

10-9-2019 British Spy's with nerve agent and Fighter Pilots plotted to
assassinate Mr. Hammarskjold, who was an avid promoter of African
independence from colonial power Britain! Mr. Hammarskjold has been
exalted as a model international statesman. He is the only person to
have been posthumously awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. 
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10-9-2019 President Emmanuel Macron honored the victims in the
courtyard of the massive Police Préfecture building that he had
murdered for French Oil Money $$$ A War Crime by the Elite French
Men. Mr. Macron said, associating them with “Islamist terrorism.” not
$$$ $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. French Oil Men's Greed is a serious
dysfunction!!! “On the whole, in his IT department, there was a feeling
that no alert was necessary,” Same from Sanders on the iWatch
Manhattan Project $7 Trillion heart attack alert. Elite at 1984 HQ are
not alert to our Universe of life as they are not driving a 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR or working at Los Alamos on a Gravity Engine Car but are
going to the Qatar and Mecca Trump Casino's and driving the Roulette
Wheel. When was the last time Trump and Sanders were at the
Roulette Wheels. YouTube videos of the Qatar Mecca Roulette Wheels
are like the Gravity Wheel at the Nobel Prize. 

10-9-2019 Gravity Alarm Paris; Los Alamos!! Mickaël Harpon — a
future killer himself — declared, “serves them right.” A shocked
colleague in the city’s Police Department heard him, and a sharp
argument ensued. But that was nearly as far as the complaint went.
Colleagues of Mr. Harpon, who slashed four co-workers to death last
Thursday. Macron's French Oil Men will be sued for wrongful deaths
and war crimes. 

10-9-2019 FBI driving by fiery wrecks without stopping to help put out
Oil. "F.B.I. Practices for Intercepted Emails Violated 4th Amendment,
Judge Ruled" By CHARLIE SAVAGE Ha, Charlie Savage at the NY
Times. Savage times for news. Page A16 not the Front Page as fiery
wrecks are censored from the front page of the Times. 
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10-9-2019 JFK Airport Homeland Security will be giving the shots;
Pregnant Women Should Get Flu and Whooping Cough Shots, C.D.C.
Says" By PAM BELLUCK Greg and 4 MD Wife's in Key West say
everyone world wide should get the shots until we win a Nobel for
Vaccines in the drinking water world wide. InventBook is Orwellian as
"Facebook’s Hands-Off Approach to Political Speech Gets Impeachment
Test" By CECILIA KANG Page B1 War Crimes Test in InventBook vs
FaceBook. Alarms go off in her iWatch for breast cancer and whooping
cough deaths that are Trumps endless wars he gave to Ivanka. If only
Ivanka when to Medical School she would be fighting the Whooping
Cough War or if one of her kids died from Whooping Cough. Not on CBS
Good Morning America as this would not make for a Good Morning
America on CBS. Ivanka would be impeached for not Vaccine in the
drinking water. CBS Good Morning is FaceBook vs InventBook. As
InventBook on CBS Good Morning will have more than just Whooping
cough deaths. Expect Higher Prices on Lighter Wines but not Breast
Cancer Alarm labels. Not on CBS as we know it today. As they go to
the Wine commercials. $$$. Getting the Joker’s Laugh Just Right...
this they can do on CBS Good Morning, Grin. 

10-9-2019 More on InventBook, Oh this is front page NY Times
Facebook article; TECH WE’RE USING. "When Social Media Becomes a
Wartime Necessity. Vivian Yee and Hwaida Saad, who cover the Middle
East, have found Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter and YouTube vital to
getting information out of Syria." By VIVIAN YEE and HWAIDA SAAD 
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Vivian Yee and Hwaida Saad, who cover the Middle East, have found
InventBook to hard to use... 

10-9-2019 -254 C Super Conductivity - lithium-ion batteries!! 

10-9-2019 Nobel prize in chemistry has been awarded to three
scientists for their work in developing lithium-ion batteries. John B
Goodenough of the University of Texas at Austin, M Stanley
Whittingham of Binghamton University and Akira Yoshino of Meijo
University will receive equal shares of the 9m Swedish kronor
(£74o,000) prize, which was announced by the Royal Swedish Academy
of Sciences in Stockholm on Wednesday. At 97 years old, Goodenough is
the oldest laureate to receive a Nobel prize in any discipline;
Whittingham is the second British-born researcher to win a science
Nobel this year. Ion age: why the future will be battery powered.
Lithium-ion batteries have long been tipped for the award, not least
since they have proved pivotal in the development of the high-tech
world we inhabit. “Lithium-ion batteries have brought the greatest
benefit to humankind,” the academy said. Far lighter and more compact
that earlier types of rechargeable battery, they are found in
everything from mobile phones to laptops and electric cars. “The
[electric car] batteries no longer weigh two tonnes, but 300kg,” said
Prof Sara Snogerup Linse, a member of the Nobel Committee for
Chemistry. 

10-9-2019 1 Click Amazon link to 1,001 IP invention projects for Star
Wars Battery! Batteries work by turning chemical energy into
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electricity. A typical battery is made up of two electrodes, an anode
and a cathode, which are usually separated by a liquid that can carry
charged particles. Both electrodes are connected to an electrical
circuit. When the battery is powering an electrical device, electrons
travel from the anode to the cathode through the electrical circuit,
while positively charge ions move through the electrolyte. In a
rechargeable battery, energy can be put into the device to reverse this
process. 

10-9-2019 Church remodeled into a Urgent Care Hospital; ON
LOCATION NYC. It Was the Ideal Antique Building. Anyway? The 1823
church was untouched by time — maybe a little too untouched. Many of
the pews as headboards and footboards for the beds. Urgent Care
Pews! 

10-9-2019 Nobel Prize in Physics Awarded for Studies of Earth’s Place
in the Universe; Bone Saw Murders and Bone Saw Brain Surgery. In the
history of the Universe there has never been a Prince or King Brain
Surgeon all in all Times have been Bone Saw Murderers, same cam be
said of All Pope's in our place in the Universe. 

10-8-2019 2019 Winter 2019 in Russia in cold icy cars for the KGB, or
2910 Ford WindmillCAR's 78F 24/7!! Key West KGB and CIA got into
Hot Cars all Summer... 
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10-8-2019 2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is climate controlled all
Russians can set it for 78 or 80 in their drive across Russia. 24/7 no
getting into a cold icy car ever again... 

10-8-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR in pursuit of ending America’s
“endless wars,” not Trump in Syria and Turkey. To the Pentagon and
the State Department, the 2019 Ford WindmillCar is to fuel Oil money
for Saudi Arabia with riches beyond belief. 

10-8-2019 Russia’s intention is to starve 4 Billion from Driving a 2019
Ford WindmillCAR an important chunk of inspirations better than driving
a Mercedes. 

10-8-2019 Russia is waging a kind of war; cold war as the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR is climate controlled all Russians can set it for 78 or 80 in
their drive across Russia. 24/7 no getting into a cold icy car ever again
in all or Russia. Can you believe the KGB lets Putin and his Generals put
them in a ice cold car this winter 2019!! 
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"No One Needs a Superyacht, but They Keep Selling Them. Billionaires
won’t stop buying superyachts. You can even thank Donald Trump." 

One Billion need a Hospital Ship, Billionaires won't buy any... Octopus,
the megayacht owned by Paul Allen, the co-founder of Microsoft,
moored in Canary Wharf in London before the 2012 Olympic Games.
This is almost a Hospital Ship. A 600-foot-long monster called REV
that emerged from a Romanian shipyard in August took that trend even
further: Its Norwegian owner had it designed to double as a marine
research vessel capable of supporting 60 scientists. The world’s largest
yacht, REV (short for Research Expedition Vessel) can sail around the
world without refueling. Norway Hospital Ships! 

10-8-2019 "A secret unit in Russia’s military intelligence agency has
been linked to at least four operations to carry out assassinations or
create political chaos." $$$ Paid for by Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion.
The purpose of Unit 29155, which has not been previously reported,
underscores the degree to which the Russian president, Vladimir V.
Putin, is actively fighting the West with his brand of so-called hybrid
warfare — a blend of propaganda, hacking attacks and disinformation —
as well as open military confrontation. $$$ the unit’s commander, Maj.
Gen. Andrei V. Averyanov, at his daughter’s wedding in a gray suit and
bow tie. He is posing with Col. Anatoly V. Chepiga, one of two officers
indicted in Britain over the poisoning of a former spy, Sergei V.
Skripal. Gen Andrei V. Averyanov will bury his daughter in a pink grave
next to Olivia Newton John. This is military intelligence in Russia.
40,000 Pink Graves for the Generals Wife and daughters from breast
cancer and cancer in General. Who brainwashed this generals? 
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10-8-2019 Trump; $$$ “if Turkey does anything that I, in my great
and unmatched wisdom, consider to be off limits, I will totally destroy
and obliterate the Economy of Turkey.” $$$ 

10-8-2019 Everyone else wants to obliterate the Riches Beyond Belief
of Mecca $$$ God is Great for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues from $4
Gas on the 4th of July USA. 

10-8-2019 “heart attack” one is myocardial infarction, or the death of
heart muscle cells, which is what Mr. Sanders had 

10-8-2019 300,000 not just 3 - 2 White Men at 1984 HQ would never
ever let the NY Times write about 300,000 hospital acquired infections.
"3 Babies Die at Pennsylvania Hospital After Bacterial Infection" By
MIHIR ZAVERI Page A16 "The premature babies were being treated in
a neonatal intensive care unit when they were infected. Five other
babies were also sickened." "Pseudomonas aeruginosa — is very common,
likes moist environments and grows in water. Pseudomonas infections
have been a particular problem for neonatal intensive care units because
underdeveloped babies have compromised immune systems. “It’s often
very harmless,” Dr. Frank A. Maffei, Geisinger’s chief of pediatrics,
said at the news conference. “However, it can cause diseases, and it
can cause diseases in very fragile patients. Certainly, premature and
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tiny babies are among our most fragile and vulnerable patients we care
for here.” 

10-8-2019 “Every medical student knows about Pseudomonas. However,
having a cluster, a grouping of infections in a neonatal intensive care
unit — that’s not common. The alarm bells go off.” 

10-8-2019 Dr. Shelly said. “Even after having done all this
investigation, we may not figure out exactly what went wrong,” he said.

10-8-2019 Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. No Dr.
Shelly didn't call in her team of 100's of MD's... Why? 

10-8-2019 Insane; $777 Trillion dollars in oil revenue in Mecca!!
"Supreme Court Opens New Term With Argument on Insanity Defense"
By ADAM LIPTAK 
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10-8-2019 Oil and Gas $$$ Pipelines From Russia Cross Political Lines
and religious as Pope Francis is cashing in his chips too. The pipelines
run from Russia directly under the Baltic Sea to Germany, bypassing
Poland and Ukraine and denying those countries some transit fees.
Gazprom, which is majority owned by the Russian government, owns 51
percent of Nord Stream 1 and all of Nord Stream 2 AG, which is
developing and will operate the new pipelines. 

10-8-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is in another very different pipe
line owned by the USA... 

10-8-2019 Russia’s intention is to starve 4 Billion from Driving a 2019
Ford WindmillCAR an important chunk of inspirations better than driving
a Mercedes. 

10-8-2019 Russia is waging a kind of war; cold war as the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR is climate controlled all Russians can set it for 78 or 80 in
their drive across Russia. 24/7 no getting into a cold icy car ever again
in all or Russia. Can you believe the KGB lets Putin and his Generals put
them in a ice cold car this winter 2019!! 
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10-8-2019 "A secret unit in Russia’s military intelligence agency has
been linked to at least four operations to carry out assassinations or
create political chaos." $$$ Paid for by Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion.
The purpose of Unit 29155, which has not been previously reported,
underscores the degree to which the Russian president, Vladimir V.
Putin, is actively fighting the West with his brand of so-called hybrid
warfare — a blend of propaganda, hacking attacks and disinformation —
as well as open military confrontation. $$$ the unit’s commander, Maj.
Gen. Andrei V. Averyanov, at his daughter’s wedding in a gray suit and
bow tie. He is posing with Col. Anatoly V. Chepiga, one of two officers
indicted in Britain over the poisoning of a former spy, Sergei V.
Skripal. Gen Andrei V. Averyanov will bury his daughter in a pink grave
next to Olivia Newton John. This is military intelligence in Russia.
40,000 Pink Graves for the Generals Wife and daughters from breast
cancer and cancer in General. Who brainwashed this generals? 

10-8-2019 Mr. Skripal, a former G.R.U. officer who had betrayed
Russia by spying for the British. Mr. Skripal killed 100's of Olivia
Newton John's in London and Paris! 

10-8-2019 10 Essential Filipino Recipes and none picked by the NY
Times editor in our Pink Times are for a Rx Recipe Breast Cancer cure
when a million MD's are reading the NY Times for the Nobel in
Medicine winners articles! A War Crime in the War on Cancer! 
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10-8-2019 Editors’ Picks Recipes by Angela Dimayuga’s 10 Essential
Filipino Recipes The creative director for food and culture at the
Standard hotels and former Mission Chinese Food chef chooses the
dishes that define the cuisine for her. When The Times asked me for
10 recipes that speak to the heart of Filipino cuisine, I went back
through my mom’s collection and consulted old cookbooks drawing from
other regions of the Philippines. Like generations of Filipino cooks
before me, I’ve adapted these recipes to my taste, knowing that not
everyone may approve. My lola looked slightly askance at the chicken
relleno I made for Mission Chinese Food — but she was tickled that I
called it Josefina’s House Special Chicken and sold it for $75. By
Angela DimayugaWith Ligaya Mishan 

10-8-2019 "Nobel Prize in Physics Awarded for Study of Universe’s
Structure and Discovery of Planet" James Peebles, a professor emeritus
at Princeton University, shared half of the prize for theories that
explained how the universe swirled into galaxies and everything we see
in the night sky, and indeed much that we cannot see. 

10-8-2019 The other half was shared by two Swiss astronomers,
Michel Mayor and Didier Queloz, who were the first to discover an
exoplanet, or a planet circling around a sun-like star. “They really, sort
of tell us something very essential — existential — about our place in
the universe,” Ulf Danielsson, a member of the Nobel committee. 

10-8-2019 Our Place in the Universe today is Driven by Gas Engine
Cars when Gravity Engine Car's would have won a Noble last year of the
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year before! A War Crime by a lot of Elite Mad Men. 

10-8-2019 NEW YORK TODAY; How New York’s Taxi Titans Roiled
Cities Hundreds of Miles Away. Monday: New Yorkers seized control of
2019 Ford WindmillTaxi's" Titans who killed Olivia Newton John in
Cities Hundreds of Miles Away. By AZI PAYBARAH Pink Taxi in Key
West and yes Olivia Newton John will be killed here next week and the
week after that by NYC Titans who STOP-ed the 2011 Yale Key West
Medical School from being built. They also but a STOP to the NTC
'Freedom Tower' Medical School. Nobel in Medicine yesterday for how
cancer gets it oxygen when the Noble should have been for the Rx
Recipe crunched from 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets gave us the
Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks that cures breast cancer in
all stages in 8 days. A War Crime! 

10-8-2019 Nobel Prize in Medicine Awarded to 3 for Work on Cells and
Oxygen. The prize was awarded to William G. Kaelin Jr., Peter J.
Ratcliffe and Gregg L. Semenza for their work in discovering how cells
sense and adapt to oxygen availability. 4 MD Wife's to work with
inventing all day would be nice, grin. Gregg Greg in Key West... grin.
Karolinska Institute in Stockholm needs to call Key West about Greg's
Nobel work here, sanctions on it. ...how cancer cells manage to fuel
their metabolisms by hijacking oxygen... Hijacking 1 Click Amazon 1,001
links for this work with specs on oxygen and genius tutors. Put Amazon
to work on a Noble, “textbook discovery” and said it would be something
students would start learning at the most basic levels of biology
education. 
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10-8-2019 2020 Nobel will go to the Rx Recipe Latte at Starbucks for
a Miracle Migraine Headache Cure $$$ 

1 Click Amazon has crashed... "Hot Tub Displays at State Fair Eyed as
Link to Legionnaires’ Disease Outbreak. More than 100 people in North
Carolina were sickened with Legionnaires’ disease and Pontiac fever last
month. One person died." 

Trump Declares ‘Time for Us to Get Out’ of Syria as they killed Olivia
Newton John... 

10-7-2019 Dr. Olivia Newton John MD sent to North Korea with a Pink
Rx Recipe for talks, brainstorming with Kim. North "Korea Rules Out
Quick Resumption of ‘Sickening’ Talks with U.S." By CHOE SANG-HUN
‘Sickening’ State Dept will let Olivia die in North Korea! A war crime!! 

10-7-2019 Medical schools, are harder than you think to get into and
build one in Key West! 180 Yale Key West Medical Schools... 

Ashford Trust Announces Agreement To Convert Crowne Plaza La Concha
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Key West To Marriott's Autograph Collection. The 160-room Hotel is
ideally located on Duval Street in the heart of Old Town Key West.
Marriott's Autograph Collection® Hotels feature a diverse portfolio of
approximately 180 independent hotels around the world that reflect a
unique vision, design, and environment. 

Marriott's Autograph Collection® Hotels feature, should feature a iMac
and Mac Book Pro @ $18,384 and $8,843. 

4 Girls Chat with 4 MD Women about Breast Cancer in General... Kim
kept them out of a USA Medical School sick with the flu... of War
Toys via MIT. $$$ 

4 Girls read Greg had his pneumonia vaccine at 60 and another at 65
would he have protection from Legionella? 

Is there a vaccine for bacterium Legionella pneumophila they chat... 1
Click Amazon has crashed! 

Legionnaires' disease is a severe, often lethal, form of pneumonia. It's
caused by the bacterium Legionella pneumophila found in both potable
and nonpotable water systems. Each year, an estimated 10,000 to
18,000 people are infected with the Legionella bacteria in the United
States. It is not uncommon for patients with Legionnaires' disease to
be admitted to the intensive care unit. Some will suffer long-term
impaired health-related quality of life. A study of outbreak survivors
showed persistence of fatigue (75%), neurologic symptoms (66%) and
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neuromuscular symptoms (63%) in months after an outbreak. 

10-7-2019 Killers in the Church are Priest and Bishops, call 911 for a
MD. Catholic Church remodel it to a Urgent Care Center with MD's as
Priest and Cardinals. Much better for the congregation than the Pope's
last supper of heart attack burgers. Mac's and Mac Book Pro's are
given out at this urgent care MD Church. "For Churches, a Temptation
to Sell. Religious leaders ponder whether selling their buildings to
developers is really the best way to protect their congregations." Killers
in the Church are Priest and Bishops, call 911 for a MD. 

10-7-2019 Killer in Their Midst is Valadimir Putin and Vladimir O.
Potanin, a Russian billionaire who made his fortune in banking and
natural Gas + Oil, has been a donor and board member of the
Guggenheim Museum since 2002. More recently he gave $6.45 million to
the Kennedy Center in Washington, which used some of the money to
install the “Russian Lounge,” a meeting space, in the performing arts
complex created, in part, by Congress. His name is now inscribed on a
wall there. 

10-7-2019 They Killed Olivia Newton John Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks
+ Isaac Newton's gravity engine car was killed too. 
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10-7-2019 Killer in Our Midst “Russian Lounge,” at the Kennedy Center
is not a MD lounge with $500 million dollar super computer for the MD
free time on the computer to research a Nobel in Medicine. Killer in
Our Midst in the Kennedy Center is nothing new with Robert Kennedy
Jr. Hanging Mary in the Kennedy Barn. The MD's in the Doctors Lounge
are using 1 Click Amazon links to invent a way to stop the Husband from
driving his wife to the hanging, bone saw murder in Saudi Arabia for
women there. 

10-7-2019 Billionaire MD's in Russia. 

10-7-2019 Vladimir Putin after touring the “Russia!” exhibition at the
Guggenheim Museum - Heart Attack Museum!! Same class as the Heart
Attack Burger Restaurant. 

Apple is shipping the iPhone 11 Pro Max today, please send one to Greg
Buell in Key West at PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 thanks $$$
3054345276 cell 9-27-2019 Friday is Greg's BDay 72. 
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10-7-2019 Vladimir Putin 19th-century lifestyle of the Russians who
scratched out an existence by farming and fur-trading long before
California became a state. Visitors tour the stockade, the Russian
Orthodox chapel and a windmill like the one used by the settlers. 

10-7-2019 Vladimir Putin Russians who drive gas engine cars in 2019...
bought by Putin's oil Men. Sanctions by Russia and the USA on 2019
Ford WindmillCARS... a war crime by all. 

10-7-2019 Eggs!! In 2004, he spent about $100 million to secure the
return of a collection of imperial Fabergé eggs and created a museum to
showcase them. In 2004 Jimmy Carter Spent $100 Billion on a USS
Jimmy Carter Sub. 

10-7-2019 Dmitry Rybolovlev spent $2 billion in a few short years
capturing works by the likes of Picasso and Leonardo. Not Salk II and
Pasteur... 
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10-7-2019$4 Gas on the 4th of July runs counter to the spirit of
United States, pray for Jimmy Carter to pay in hell for our $4 Gas on
the 4th of July. Insidious Peanut Plantation owners next to Tobacco
Plantation Owners. In the USA and Russia. Plantation owners USA +
Russian in a Tolstoy Novel overly aggressive but for building the Moscow
Yale Medical School with 25 Hospital Ships some bigger than carriers.
No one plants these in the Peanut Plantations in the USA and Moscow. 

10-7-2019 Killer in Our Midst “Russian Lounge,” at Carnegie Hall, the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Art Institute of Chicago, the Brooklyn
Academy of Music and Lincoln Center are among those who have
received gifts from moneyed Russians or the companies they control
over the past decade. While the oligarchs also promote their personal
preferences and support a wide range of cultural activities, they often
employ philanthropy to celebrate their homeland, depicting it as an
enlightened wellspring of masterworks in dance, painting, opera and the
like. NO MD's are in Russia, ha! Billionaire MD's in Russia. 

10-7-2019 In Paris Knife Attack, Police Ask How They Missed a Killer
in Their Midst. Olivia Newton John is asking the same. Grease and Oil
Doctors of Hollywood Missed a Miracle on Park Avenue Cancer cure for
100's of Millions. 007 as a Medicine Man playing with Ants and Sugar
lost in the Jungle of Disney not making Medicine Man 2. Texas
Suspends Execution of Olivia Newton John after another $777 Trillion
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in Oil Revenues $$$ Still looking for more oil wells to drill in the arctic.
Police Ask How They Missed a Killer in Their Midst. Oil Men! Olivia
Newton John is asking the same. Big Oil, Bigger Sin's. 

10-7-2019 Dr. Olivia Newton John MD sent to North Korea with a Pink
Rx Recipe for talks, brainstorming with Kim. North "Korea Rules Out
Quick Resumption of ‘Sickening’ Talks with U.S." By CHOE SANG-HUN
‘Sickening’ State Dept will let Olivia die in North Korea! A war crime!! 

Marriott's Autograph Collection MD Hotels feature, should feature a
iMac and Mac Book Pro @ $18,384 and $8,843. 

10-6-2019 Mandy Miles; "I learned long ago not to burn any of the 42
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bridges that connect us to Key West," Sirius 42 Nearest Stars - War's
$ Cut these bridges. Stardom that connects owners of the local
newspaper to the Owner of the Universe. You sold your soul to the New
York Times when Time is the New CERN God Particle. 

10-6-2019 NY Times article a month or two ago that said the 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ know about F-35 Radar on all cars and roads in the
USA and figured they don't want to spend the $7 Trillion out of their
War Chest for USS Jimmy Carter Subs and F-35 Jets as the cost of
$7 Trillion is the same cost for a Rx Recipe Pink at a Pink Los Alamos
Manhattan Project to cure breast cancer in all stages in 8 days with a
Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. Naive to think the 2 White Men at 1984
HQ with $777 Trillion in Cash will spend any money but for Jimmy
Carter Nuke Subs and F-35 Jets! 

10-6-2019 Cars are death machines. Pedestrian fatalities in the United
States have increased 41 percent since 2008; more than 6,000
pedestrians were killed in 2018 alone. More than 4,000 American kids
are killed in car crashes every year. More than you want to read Cop
Cars rear ended bursting into flames since Jimmy Carter crashed into
the first Cop Car in Georgia in 1980. Statistics are classified and
secret. 

4 Girls Chat with 4 MD Women about Breast Cancer in General... 

10-6-2019 ‘A Caricature of the Yale Key West Medical School in
Argentine. How Hard is it to get into the Yale Medical School in
Argentine for Argentine Feminists Remaking the Tango... A group of
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activists is trying to make tango less dogmatic about traditional gender
roles, and more assertive about rooting out sexual harassment and
assault." By ERNESTO LONDOÑO 

10-6-2019 Medical schools, in Argentine which are already hard to get
psyched up to going to classes 24/7 for years when others are doing
the Tango 24/7 for years, getting harder each year to stop millions
from a lifestyle of Tango instead of Medical School Study and Classes
one right after another not the same as one Tango after another. U.S.
News did its annual survey of the 118 ranked medical schools that
reported their acceptance rates and found that the average was only
6.8% in 2018. However, the average acceptance rate of the most
competitive medical schools was at just 2.4% this past application cycle.
The average feminists accepting years of study at the Yale Medical
school is .0004% 

10-6-2019 How do we make Tango women more assertive about rooting
out sexual harassment and assault... sex disease and lithium before the
assault. 

10-6-2019 Psychology of the Macho Tango all are jealous. Not the
same type of Jealousness as Jews watching Trump spend Prince Salmans
Blood Money. Some appeared lost in a loving embrace of Saudi Status
Quo of Blood Money pay out to world leaders. Dance that is centuries
old. Now fueled with $777 Trillion in gas station money $4 gas on the
4th of July winnings at the Qatar Trump Casino. 
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10-6-2019 They will Kill Olivia Newton John too. Isaac Newton's
gravity engine car was killed too. Mind dissected by Dr. Kartina is not
the same mind dissected by Trump/Salman. In Paris Knife Attack,
Police Ask How They Missed a Killer in Their Midst. Olivia Newton John
is asking the same. How did she miss a "killer" in her 1984 Society.
Hollywood "Killers" of Breast Cancer women are all the famous names
that come to mind even Cher. Angelina... Judy Garland's movie.
"Killers" Merel Steep. 

10-6-2019 "Argentina tango has perpetuated gender inequality and
enabled abusive men..." Not getting into the Yale Medical School has
perpetuated gender inequality and enabled abusive men..." Not wanting
to go to Medical School by Tango Dancers! 

10-6-2019 Hypnotic states inequality, the Nobel in Medicine by the
Medical Student watching her do the Tango on a short break and her
life go on in her hypnotic state of the perpetual Tango not even thinking
about going to Yale Medical School. Abusive! 

10-6-2019 Hard Times Have Pakistani Hindus Looking to India, Where
Some Find Only Disappointment in the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in
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India. Jews are also disappointed with the Exodus Model of the Ford
WindmillCAR. 

10-6-2019 "A Mysterious Sleeping Disorder That Turns Life Into a
Waking Dream" By LISA SANDERS, M.D. A Mysterious Universe that
turns a drive to Sirius into a Jewish Exodus. Will the King of Sweden
give the Jews a Noble if they doctor up this Exodus and arrive give
birth to Aliens at Sirius? Urgent care MD or just a routine oil change!
Oil Change for the Doctor's Car, patients car's. WhindmillCAR's that
turn the Doctors Hospital into a Miracle Dream Job only the Admirals
and Generals have today staying at the Baghdad Palace that once
belonged to Saddam. It's a Urgent Care Office Waking from the
nightmare of War's for Oil Money not paid to your Medical Bills.
‘Magical Chemistry’ Quick-Brewed in a Coffee Shop. Mac and Mac Book
Pro on every Cafe table in Paris and at the Hospital Starbucks.
Nightmare of Win 10 code blue. Super Computer inside the iWatch
beeps the Sanders Heart Attack and Cardiac Arrest Alarm 30 minutes
before sudden death. MD Sanders running for President of the Medical
Universe. 

10-6-2019 "A Mysterious Sleeping Disorder That Turns Churches that
were almost sold into Urgent Care Business, a Temptation to Sell a
Catholic Chruch is now to remodel it to a Urgent Care Center with MD's
as Priest and Cardinals. Much better for the congregation than the
Pope's. Mac's and Mac Book Pro's are given out at this urgent care
Church. "For Churches, a Temptation to Sell. Religious leaders ponder
whether selling their buildings to developers is really the best way to
protect their congregations." By C. J. HUGHES Running away from
newspaper reporters who are not Doctors of anything!! 
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10-6-2019 

10-5-2019 The internet-equipped “connected car,” for example,
initially introduced by Cadillac in 1996 as a luxury safety feature known
as OnStar. 

I’m not so naïve to think we can get rid of cars altogether, but we have
so many tools to eliminate traffic-related injuries and fatalities right
now. Until then, the streets will belong to "Cars" death machines. by By
Allison Arieff. 

Naive Allison Arieff Traffic Girl at the NY Times Pictured. Now for a
perfect memory test for Allison, did you read the NY Times article a
month or two ago that said the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ know about
F-35 Radar on all cars and roads in the USA and figured they don't
want to spend the $7 Trillion out of their War Chest for USS Jimmy
Carter Subs and F-35 Jets as the cost of $7 Trillion is the same cost
for a Rx Recipe Pink at a Pink Los Alamos Manhattan Project to cure
breast cancer in all stages in 8 days with a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks.
Naive to think the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ with $777 Trillion in Cash
will spend any money but for Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs and F-35 Jets! 

Naive "5 Stops on Germany’s Whiskey Trail" and 5,000 deaths DUI's
censored but in the same paper NY Times. 
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Whiskey Deaths article in the NY Times, will Allison Arieff write this
for the Times? World Wide not just NYC. Medical and Car Wrecks too.

Mandy Miles and the Citizen Newspaper for 21 years censored
statistics on car accidents... 

iPhone Watch should have beeped Heart Attack for Bernie Sanders...
30 minutes before a cardiac arrest. Arresting those who built MIT War
Toys instead is Mission Impossible the next Movie. 

10-5-2019 “Medical Architectural Tech's" Bernie Sanders Had Heart
Attack, His Doctors Say as He Leaves Hospital 

10-5-2019 Oil on Fire!! Iran Won the War with Saudi Arabia Saudi's
Surrender!! Saudi Arabia and Iran are seeking ways to ease tensions. A
warming relationship could have far-reaching consequences. 
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10-5-2019 Oil on Fire!! Saudi Oil Refinery on Fire; Trump and His
Henchmen in the Flames 

10-5-2019 Oil on Fire!! Next fire is the Blood Money and Bribe Trump
and his Mad Men took to protect Prince Salman from Bone Saw Killings,
more than one too. 1,001 Bone Saw murders by Prince Salman and 60
Minutes knew this last week in his interview. 

10-5-2019 Cop Cars On Fire!! iTickets never having to pull over a
traffic stop to get rear ended in a fiery wreck Top Brass Oil Men
didn't surrender to the Cops yet, grin. 

10-5-2019 “The police prefecture was struck at its heart, like never
before in the past,” Didier Lallement, the Paris police chief. 

10-5-2019 "Infidels!" Terrorism Motive Eyed in Paris Police Stabbing
Attack 
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10-5-2019 Prince and Kings Salman had been sufficiently vetted, Trump
and Ivanka are "Infidels!" God is Great for $777 Trillion dollars from
$4 gas on the 4th of July. Grin. 

10-5-2019 Police Headquarters, a 19th-century building in the center
of Paris that sits across from Notre-Dame on the Île de la Cité, an
island on the Seine 

10-5-2019 NY Times a new Skyscraper in the island of Manhattan 

10-5-2019 Cop Cars On Fire!! Bush put out the cops fire by keeping the
fiery cop cars and burned cops off the front page of the NY Times and
the Times went along with this for blood money getting a news NYC
skyscraper for setting fire to cop cars writing a ticket - move over
laws! Move over to iTickets never pull over a traffic stop. 
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10-5-2019 Traffic Stop! Deputy Sues ATF, Claims Assault After
Traffic Stop! 

10-5-2019 Traffic Stops - Move over law to iTickets! A Florida police
officer has been suspended and charged with striking a handcuffed
suspect. The Broward County State Attorney's Office filed a
misdemeanor battery charge. 

10-5-2019 43 Cop Cars in Fiery Wrecks in Ukraine!! CIA's top lawyer
made 'criminal referral' on complaint about Trump Ukraine call. CIA
world wide knows better than the run of the mill person 1,001 cop cars
are rear ended bursting into flames in a traffic stop writing a ticket on
the side of the road in the Ukraine well as Moscow. 

10-5-2019 Traffic Stop by Key West Cops for Mandy Miles; I learned
long ago not to burn any of the 42 bridges that connect us all. 43 Cop
Cars Burned in Mandy Miles headlines... 1984 edition! 
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Cars are death machines. Pedestrian fatalities in the United States
have increased 41 percent since 2008; more than 6,000 pedestrians
were killed in 2018 alone. More than 4,000 American kids are killed in
car crashes every year. 

The internet-equipped “connected car,” for example, initially introduced
by Cadillac in 1996 as a luxury safety feature known as OnStar. 

I’m not so naïve to think we can get rid of cars altogether, but we have
so many tools to eliminate traffic-related injuries and fatalities right
now. Until then, the streets will belong to "Cars" death machines. by By
Allison Arieff. 

Naive Allison Arieff Traffic Girl at the NY Times Pictured. Now for a
perfect memory test for Allison, did you read the NY Times article a
month or two ago that said the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ know about
F-35 Radar on all cars and roads in the USA and figured they don't
want to spend the $7 Trillion out of their War Chest for USS Jimmy
Carter Subs and F-35 Jets as the cost of $7 Trillion is the same cost
for a Rx Recipe Pink at a Pink Los Alamos Manhattan Project to cure
breast cancer in all stages in 8 days with a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks.
Naive to think the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ with $777 Trillion in Cash
will spend any money but for Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs and F-35 Jets! 

Mandy Miles and the Citizen Newspaper for 21 years censored
statistics on car accidents... 
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10-5-2019 By Mandy Miles Key West Citizen October 5, 2019 News
travels fast in this town, and I have some to report. I mean, more so
than the culinary story over on today’s front page, or the usual
assortment of City Commission news, development plans, business
profiles and people features that I’ve been writing for this paper since
I showed up for work here 21 years and three months ago. August 5,
1998 was my first day at The Citizen. Yesterday was my last. In case
you haven’t heard, I’ve accepted a new job, still here in Key West, and
turned in my Citizen laptop yesterday evening. I am, however, a little
sorry there’s no juicy news story or perhaps even a police report to
coincide with my departure. Certainly we’ve all fantasized about making
a dramatic, drop-the-mic exit once a new job is in the offing, but to
be sure, my dad drilled it into my brother and me when we got our first
full-time summer jobs at age 14 — you don’t quit one job until you have
another lined up. We’ve all considered the perfect parting shot and the
barrage of truths designed to put an inept, ill-equipped, obtuse, short-
sighted and close-minded boss in his place — right before he calls
security on us. Granted, it would make for a more interesting story,
and may even have made the front page, but it’s just not my style.
Unlike one former boss whose departure was not of his choosing, I
didn’t get a police escort out of the building yesterday. Obviously,
there have been some turbulent times here over the years, but the
good times undoubtedly have far outweighed the bad, and the past two
years under new ownership and management have turned things around
with more positive changes still to come. I wouldn’t trade the past 21-
plus years for anything, well, unless Travel & Leisure was in the market
for a staff writer. This job has provided me with amazing memories of
Blue Angels flights, boat trips and board meetings. After so many
years, there’s a good chance my car will still head toward this office
come Monday morning. Most importantly, this place introduced me to
the best friends I could ever hope to meet. And while photographer Rob
O’Neal and I will no longer be covering news stories together, we’ll still
have plenty of time to compare notes over a few vodka drinks at night.
Some things never change — and shouldn’t. I’ll still be in town and I’ll
still be writing news and a column every week. Most of all, I’ll be
forever grateful to you, my readers, to my Citizen friends and
colleagues, to my best friend, Rob O’Neal, for always making this job
fun, and to Managing Editor Chris Seymour and Publisher Richard
Tamborrino for righting this ship when it veered off course. Sure, it
would have been juicy to have made a dramatic exit, but again, it’s not
my style. Besides, having lived for two decades at the very end of a
long chain of islands, I learned long ago not to burn any of the 42
bridges that connect us all. 
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10-5-2019 Traffic Stop by Key West Cops for Mandy Miles; I learned
long ago not to burn any of the 42 bridges that connect us all. 43 Cop
Cars Burned in Mandy Miles headlines... 1984 edition! 

10-5-2019 Journalists missed 5 Cop Cars on Fire; But got this story.
Five-Alarm Fire at Bronx Apartment Building Injures 10. Two people,
including a firefighter, were seriously injured in the blaze on the Grand
Concourse, which took more than three hours to bring under control. By
NEIL VIGDOR Blaze of fiery wrecks every day and night not only in the
USA but every UN Nation. Did the UN take this up last week in NYC,
Hell No! 

10-5-2019 Medical schools, which are already hard to get into, are
getting harder each year. U.S. News did its annual survey of the 118
ranked medical schools that reported their acceptance rates and found
that the average was only 6.8% in 2018. However, the average
acceptance rate of the most competitive medical schools was at just
2.4% this past application cycle. Greg and his 4 MD Wife's at Yale,
know we will win a Nobel in Medicine. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and genius tutors, many from Yale Med. 
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10-5-2019 In fact, I recommend that students who have a lower than
average MCAT score or GPA consider 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001
Nobels in Medicine IP invention projects links with specs and genius
tutors and thanks to Starbucks WiFi Mac and Mac Book Pro's at every
Cafe table in Paris, USA soon. 

Yale Key West Medical School, Upper East Side of Manhattan is
Cornell. They would have won a Nobel in Medicine if Dr. Augustine M.K.
Choi, would have moved them into 'Freedom Tower' and enrolled 10,000
medical students. Sorry Dr. Augustine M.K. Choi, you are not a Nobel
in Medicine winner. Marry 4 MD women, propose we get 4 Nobels in
Medicine, I Do! I Will. 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on
the 2019 Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
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Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

1-1-2018 "Yale Key West Medical School And Hospital Ships" will be a
Disney Pixar Fox Movie with Dramatic Art of the Diagnosis via Dr. Lisa
MD that will save your and your Wife's life's - Antidote for Coors
Invented in Key West! Qatar Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion will pay all
your tax in 2018. Antidote for No Smoking Quit Smoking will be
invented in 2018 in Key West by Greg and Wife's. Slim Down in 2018
invented too. Rx Recipe Latte's at Starbucks. 

1-1-2019 Greg is 71 *.* Happy New Year With InventBook end of
Facebook in 2019 Thank God we can get back to inventing Miracle
Cure's Rx! 1,001 Nobels in Medicine + Hemingway House Writing Class
Nobel Novels with 1 Click Amazon links to IP invention projects. iMac on
every Cafe Table in Paris and every Starbucks Worldwide. InventBook
for 2019 by Greg + Many Legal Wife's in Key West... 

https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
email inventor8484@gmail.com CELL 3054345276 

Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL
33041 inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click
Here for Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on
Cover to zoon in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42
pages wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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Right Click on picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this
picture and save it then open it with Paint and you will be able to read
all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along
with 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to
Sirius. All that missing in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's,
grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink Latte's from Starbucks. 
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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL
33041 inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019


